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DISCLAIMER 

THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT HAS BEEN FILED WITH THE SUPERINTENDENT OF REAL 
ESTATE, BUT NEITHER THE SUPERINTENDENT, NOR ANY OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, HAS DETERMINED THE MERITS 
OF ANY STATEMENT CONTAINED IN THE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT, OR WHETHER THE 
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT CONTAINS A MISREPRESENTATION OR OTHERWISE FAILS TO 
COMPLY WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT MARKETING 
ACT.  IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE DEVELOPER TO DISCLOSE PLAINLY ALL 
MATERIAL FACTS, WITHOUT MISREPRESENTATION. 

 
PRE-SALE OF UNITS 

THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT RELATES TO A DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY THAT IS NOT 
YET COMPLETED.  PLEASE REFER TO SECTION 7.2 FOR INFORMATION ON THE 
PURCHASE AGREEMENT.  THAT INFORMATION HAS BEEN DRAWN TO THE ATTENTION 
OF [NAME OF PURCHASER]:                                               , WHO HAS CONFIRMED THAT 
FACT BY INITIALLING IN THE SPACE PROVIDED HERE: 

 
                      
 Initial(s) of
 Purchaser(s) 

 

THIS IS A PHASE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT FILED PURSUANT TO THE 
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT MARKETING ACT. 

 



 

 

The Right of Rescission information set out below, in relation to section 21 of the Real 
Estate Development Marketing Act, applies ONLY to new purchasers who have not 
previously received a disclosure statement in respect of this development property.  
purchasers who have previously received a prospectus or disclosure statement in respect 
of this development property accrued a right to rescind at that time and, pursuant to 
section 21(1)(b) of the Real Estate Development Marketing Act, do NOT have a further 
right to rescind.  This notice does not affect any rights a purchaser may have under the 
purchaser's purchase agreement or at common law. 

 

RIGHT OF RESCISSION 

Under Section 21 of the Real Estate Development Marketing Act, the purchaser or lessee 
of a development unit may rescind (cancel) the contract of purchase and sale or contract 
to lease by serving written notice on the developer or the developer’s brokerage, within 
seven (7) days after the later of the date the contract was entered into or the date the 
purchaser or lessee received a copy of this Disclosure Statement. 

A purchaser may serve a notice of rescission by delivering a signed copy of the notice in 
person or by registered mail to: 

(a) the developer at the address shown in the disclosure statement received by the 
purchaser; 

(b) the developer at the address shown in the purchaser’s purchase agreement; 

(c) the developer’s brokerage, if any, at the address shown in the disclosure 
statement received by the purchaser; or 

(d) the developer’s brokerage, if any, at the address shown in the purchaser’s 
purchase agreement. 

The developer must promptly place purchasers’ deposits with a brokerage, lawyer or 
notary public who must place the deposits in a trust account in a savings institution in 
British Columbia.  If a purchaser rescinds their purchase agreement in accordance with 
the Act and regulations, the developer or the developer’s trustee must promptly return 
the deposit to the purchaser. 

 



 
 

REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT MARKETING ACT 
AMENDED POLICY STATEMENT 5 

EARLY MARKETING - DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL 
 

Effective October 1, 2014 

1. Interpretation 

In this Policy Statement: 

a. "Act" means the Real Estate Development Marketing Act;  

b. “building permit” includes one of multiple or staged building permits issued 
by an approving authority, where required, provided that each of the 
further required building permits to complete construction of the 
development property is promptly applied for, and promptly paid for; and 

c. unless the context otherwise requires, other words and expressions have 
the meanings given to them in the Act. 

2. Under Part 2, Division 2 of the Act, a developer must not market a development 
unit unless in relation to the development units the developer has met certain 
preliminary requirements or approvals.  The form of preliminary requirement or 
approval required depends on the type of development unit being marketed.  For 
example, section 5 of the Act provides that a developer must not market a strata 
lot unless, in relation to the strata lot, a strata plan has been deposited in a land 
title office or the appropriate municipal or other government authority has issued 
a building permit.  Developers offering other types of development units should 
review Part 2, Division 2 of the Act to determine what form of preliminary 
requirement or approval applies to the type of development unit they intend to 
market. 

3. Under section 10 of the Act, a developer may market a development unit before 
meeting the preliminary requirements or approvals set out in Part 2, Division 2 of 
the Act, if the developer has obtained both: 

a. approval in principle to construct or otherwise create the development unit 
from the appropriate municipal or other government authority; and 

b. the superintendent’s permission to begin marketing. 

4. This Policy Statement sets out the circumstances, including the applicable terms 
and conditions, in which the superintendent’s permission to begin marketing is 
deemed to be granted. 

5. The superintendent considers the issuance of a development permit, or written 
confirmation from the appropriate municipal or other government authority that a 
development permit will be issued if certain conditions within the control of the 
developer are met, to be satisfactory evidence that the creation of the proposed 
development units has been approved in principle.  Not all development units are 
subject to a development permit process, either due to the type of development 
unit or the type of development approval process used by the relevant municipal 
or other government authority, or both.  In circumstances where a development 
permit process does not apply, the superintendent considers a developer to have 
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obtained approval in principle to construct or otherwise create the development 
units from the appropriate municipal or other government authority, if the 
authority has confirmed to the developer that based upon the drawings and other 
documents submitted by the developer to the authority, the proposed 
development units conform with the applicable zoning and development bylaws 
and official community plan. 

6. If the developer has obtained approval in principle, as described in paragraph 5 of 
this Policy Statement, to construct or otherwise create the development units 
from the appropriate municipal or other government authority, the superintendent 
will permit a developer to begin marketing on complying with the following terms 
and conditions: 

a. The estimated date, as disclosed in the disclosure statement, for the 
issuance of a building permit, is 9 months or less from the date the 
developer filed the disclosure statement with the superintendent;  

b. The developer markets the proposed development units under the 
disclosure statement for a period of no more than 9 months from the date 
the disclosure statement was filed with the superintendent, unless an 
amendment to the disclosure statement that sets out particulars of the 
issued building permit is filed with the superintendent during that period.  
The developer must also either: 

i. prior to the expiry of the 9 month period, file with the 
superintendent an amendment to the disclosure statement that 
sets out particulars of the issued building permit; or 

ii. upon the expiry of the 9 month period, immediately cease 
marketing the development and confirm in a written undertaking to 
the superintendent that all marketing of the development has 
ceased and will not resume until after the necessary amendment 
has been filed, failing which a cease marketing or other order may 
be issued by the superintendent to the developer without further 
notice. 

Additionally, the developer must provide written notice without delay to the 
superintendent if, during the 9 month period, all units in the development 
property being marketed under this Policy Statement are sold or the developer 
has decided not to proceed with the development; 

c. Any purchase agreement used by the developer, with respect to any 
development unit offered for sale or lease before the purchaser’s 
receipt of an amendment to the disclosure statement that sets out 
particulars of the issued building permit, contains the following 
provisions: 

i. The purchaser may cancel the purchase agreement for a period of 
seven days after receipt of an amendment to the disclosure 
statement that sets out particulars of the issued building permit if 
the layout or size of the applicable development unit, the 
construction of a major common facility, including a recreation 
centre or clubhouse, or the general layout of the development, is 
materially changed by the issuance of the building permit; 
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ii. If an amendment to the disclosure statement that sets out 
particulars of an issued building permit is not received by the 
purchaser within 12 months after the initial disclosure statement 
was filed, the purchaser may at his or her option cancel the 
purchase agreement at any time after the end of that 12 month 
period until the required amendment is received by the 
purchaser, at which time the purchaser may cancel the purchase 
agreement for a period of seven days after receipt of that 
amendment only if the layout or size of the applicable 
development unit, the construction of a major common facility, 
including a recreation centre or clubhouse, or the general layout 
of the development, is materially changed by the issuance of the 
building permit; 

iii. The amount of the deposit to be paid by a purchaser who has not 
yet received an amendment to the disclosure statement that sets 
out particulars of an issued building permit is no more than 10% of 
the purchase price; and 

iv. All deposits paid by a purchaser, including interest earned if 
applicable, will be returned promptly to the purchaser upon 
notice of cancellation from the purchaser; 

d. The disclosure statement includes, as an exhibit, a copy of the developer’s 
purchase agreement used under this Policy Statement; and 

e. Provisions (a), (b) and (c) above, must be set out in bold print in the 
disclosure statement immediately after the statutory right of rescission. 

7. If a developer proposes to market a development unit that requires the developer 
to obtain a form of approval other than a building permit from the appropriate 
municipal or other government authority, the developer may market the 
development unit if the developer has obtained approval in principle, as described 
in paragraph 5 of this Policy Statement, and the developer complies with the 
terms and conditions set out in paragraph 6 of this Policy Statement.  In this case, 
the developer must modify the terms and conditions set out in paragraph 6 by 
deleting the references to building permit and substituting preliminary layout 
approval or development approval, as applicable to the type of development unit 
under Part 2, Division 2 of the Act. 

 



 
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT MARKETING ACT 

POLICY STATEMENT 2 
REQUIREMENTS FOR DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY 

CONSISTING OF FIVE OR MORE BARE LAND STRATA LOTS 
 

Effective October 1, 2014 

1. Interpretation 

In this Policy Statement: 

(a) "Act" means the Real Estate Development Marketing Act; 

(b) "common asset", "common facility", "common property", "limited common 
property", "phased strata plan", "strata corporation" and "unit entitlement" 
have the meanings given to them in the Strata Property Act; and 

(c) unless the context otherwise requires, other words and expressions have 
the meanings given to them in the Act. 

2. Disclosure Statement Filing and Distribution 

Unless exempted by the regulations, section 14 of the Act requires developers to 
file a disclosure statement with the superintendent before marketing a 
development unit in development property.  The disclosure statement must: 

(a) be in the form and include the content required by the superintendent; 

(b) without misrepresentation, plainly disclose all material facts; 

(c) set out the substance of a purchaser's rescission rights; and 

(d) be signed as required by the regulations. 

The form and content required by the superintendent for disclosure statements 
filed in relation to development property consisting of five or more bare land 
strata lots are set out in this Policy Statement.  The onus is strictly on the 
developer to disclose plainly all material facts, including a fact or proposal that 
could reasonably be expected to affect the value, price, or use of the 
development property or a development unit. 

Developers may market a development unit immediately after filing a 
disclosure statement that is prepared in accordance with section 14(2) of the 
Act.  However, before entering into a purchase agreement, the developer must 
provide a copy of the disclosure statement to the purchaser, give the purchaser 
a reasonable opportunity to read the disclosure statement and obtain a written 
statement from the purchaser acknowledging that the purchaser had an 
opportunity to read it. 

In accordance with section 15(3) of the Act, and the Electronic Transactions 
Act, a developer may provide a copy of a disclosure statement by electronic 
means but only with the written consent of the purchaser. 

 



 

REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT MARKETING ACT 
AMENDED POLICY STATEMENT 6 

ADEQUATE ARRANGEMENTS - UTILITIES AND SERVICES 
 

Effective January 30, 2008 

1. Interpretation 

In this Policy Statement: 

a. "Act" means the Real Estate Development Marketing Act; 

b. “satisfactory financing commitment” means 

i. a commitment of funds from a lender that is not conditional on the 
developer entering into a certain number of purchase agreements 
with purchasers, 

ii. a conditional financing commitment, the conditions of which have 
been satisfied, 

iii. the availability of the developer’s own funds, or 

iv. a combination of (i), (ii) or (iii) 

that is sufficient to finance the construction and completion of the 
development property including the installation of all utilities and other 
services associated with the development units; and 

c. unless the context otherwise requires, other words and expressions have 
the meanings given to them in the Act. 

2. Under section 12 of the Act, a developer must not market a development unit 
unless the developer has made adequate arrangements to ensure payment of the 
cost of utilities and other services associated with the development unit. 

3. This policy statement sets out circumstances in which arrangements made under 
section 12(2)(c) are deemed adequate for the purpose of payment of the cost of 
installing utilities and other services.  If the developer is marketing development 
units that consist of cooperative interests, time share interests, shared interests in 
land or leasehold units, further arrangements may be necessary in relation to 
ensuring payment of the developer’s portion of ongoing utility and servicing costs. 

4. If the developer has obtained a satisfactory financing commitment, the developer 
is deemed to have made adequate arrangements for the purpose of installing 
utilities and services associated with the development units.  In this case, no 
further terms and conditions are applicable to the marketing of the development 
units. 

5. If the developer has not obtained a satisfactory financing commitment, the 
developer may market the development units, but only on complying with the 
following terms and conditions: 

a. The estimated date for obtaining a satisfactory financing commitment, as 
disclosed in the disclosure statement, is 9 months or less from the date 
the developer filed the disclosure statement with the superintendent; 



 

 

b. The developer markets the proposed development units under the 
disclosure statement for a period of no more than 9 months from the date 
the disclosure statement was filed with the superintendent, unless an 
amendment to the disclosure statement that sets out particulars of a 
satisfactory financing commitment is filed with the superintendent during 
that period.  The developer must also either: 

i. prior to the expiry of the 9 month period, file with the 
superintendent an amendment to the disclosure statement that 
sets out particulars of a satisfactory financing commitment; or 

ii. upon the expiry of the 9 month period, immediately cease 
marketing the development and confirm in a written undertaking to 
the superintendent that all marketing of the development has 
ceased and will not resume until after the necessary amendment 
has been filed, failing which a cease marketing or other order may 
be issued by the superintendent to the developer without further 
notice. 

Additionally, the developer must provide written notice without delay to 
the superintendent if, during the 9 month period, all units in the 
development property being marketed under this Policy Statement are 
sold or the Developer has decided not to proceed with the development. 

c. Any purchase agreement used by the developer, with respect to any 
development unit offered for sale or lease before the purchaser’s 
receipt of an amendment to the disclosure statement that sets out 
particulars of a satisfactory financing commitment, contains the 
following terms: 

i. If an amendment to the disclosure statement that sets out 
particulars of a satisfactory financing commitment is not received 
by the purchaser within 12 months after the initial disclosure 
statement was filed, the purchaser may at his or her option 
cancel the purchase agreement at any time after the end of that 
12 month period until the required amendment is received by the 
purchaser; 

ii. The amount of the deposit to be paid by a purchaser who has not 
yet received an amendment to the disclosure statement that sets 
out particulars of a satisfactory financing commitment is no more 
than 10% of the purchase price; and 

iii. All deposits paid by a purchaser, including interest earned if 
applicable, will be returned promptly to the purchaser upon 
notice of cancellation from the purchaser; 

d. The disclosure statement includes, as an exhibit, a copy of the developer’s 
purchase agreement used under this Policy Statement; and 

e. Provisions (a), (b) and (c) above, must be set out in bold print in the 
disclosure statement immediately after the statutory right of rescission. 
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1. THE DEVELOPER 

1.1 ADALARD HOLDINGS LTD. (the "Developer") is a company incorporated 
under the laws of the Province of British Columbia on the 14th day of April, 
2014 under Inc. No. BC0999574. 

1.2 The Developer was incorporated for the purpose of developing land in the 
City of Kamloops.   

1.3 The registered and records office for the Developer is: 

 200 121 St. Paul Street, Kamloops, BC V2C 3K8 

1.4 The directors of the Developer are as follows: 

Name Address 

Michael Arnold Mitchell 925 Arlington Court 
Kamloops, BC  V2B 8T5 

Thomas Benjamin Calne 1111 Pine Street 
Kamloops, BC  V2C 3A7 

Christopher Thomas Gjernes 6918 Furrer Road 
Kamloops, BC  V2C 4V9 

There are no other directors of the Developer. 

1.5 The officers of the Developer are as follows: 

Name Address Office Held 

Michael Arnold Mitchell 925 Arlington Court 
Kamloops, BC  V2B 8T5 

president 

Thomas Benjamin Calne 1111 Pine Street 
Kamloops, BC  V2C 3A7 

secretary 

There are no other officers of the Developer. 

1.6 (a) The biographical information of the directors of the development is 
as follows: 

(i) Michael Arnold Mitchell is a licensed realtor and land 
developer.  He has been a realtor for 30 years.  Mr. Mitchell 
has personal experience in managing all types of subdivisions 
including residential subdivisions, phased strata subdivisions 
and multi-unit single phased developments; 

(ii) Thomas Benjamin Calne is a land developer and building 
contractor.  He has been in the construction industry in 
Kamloops for over 20 years.  Mr. Calne has personal 
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experience in managing all types of subdivisions including 
residential subdivisions, phased strata subdivisions and multi-
unit single phased developments; 

(iii) Christopher Thomas Gjernes is a land developer and building 
contractor.  He has been in the construction industry in 
Kamloops for over 20 years.  Mr. Gjernes has personal 
experience in managing all types of subdivisions including 
residential subdivisions, phased strata subdivisions and multi-
unit single phased developments; 

(b) nether the Developer, nor its directors and officers or principal 
holders or directors and officers of principal holders have, within the 
ten (10) years preceding the date of the Developer's Declaration 
attached to this Disclosure Statement, been subject to any penalties 
or sanctions imposed by a court or regulatory authority relating to 
the sale, lease, promotion or management of real estate or 
securities or to lending moneys secured by a mortgage of land or to 
arranging, administering or dealing in mortgages of land, or to theft 
or fraud; 

(c) neither the Developer nor its directors and officers or principal 
holders or directors and officers of principal holders have, within the 
last five (5) years declared bankruptcy, made a voluntary assignment 
in bankruptcy, made a proposal under any legislation relating to 
bankruptcy or insolvency or been subject to or instituted any 
proceedings, arrangement or compromise with creditors or had a 
receiver or receiver-manager or trustee appointed to hold assets of 
that person; 

(d) neither the Developer nor its directors and officers or principal 
holders or directors and officers of principal holders have, within the 
five years prior to the date of the Developer’s declaration attached 
to the disclosure statement, been a director, officer or principal 
holder of any other Developer that, while that person was acting in 
that capacity, that other Developer: 

(i) was subject to any penalties or sanctions imposed by a court 
or regulatory authority relating to the sale, lease, promotion, 
or management of real estate or securities, or to lending 
money secured by a mortgage of land, or to arranging, 
administering or dealing in mortgages of land, or to theft or 
fraud; or 

(ii) was declared bankrupt or made a voluntary assignment in 
bankruptcy, made a proposal under any legislation relating to 
bankruptcy or insolvency or been subject to or instituted any 
proceedings, arrangement or compromise with creditors or 
had a receiver, receiver-manager or trustee appointed to hold 
its assets. 
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1.7 Conflict of Interest:  Neither the Developer nor its managers, directors and 
officers or principal holders or directors and officers of principal holders 
have any existing or potential conflicts of interest among them or with any 
other persons or entities in connection with the development which could 
reasonably be expected to affect a purchaser's purchase decision. 

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

2.1 General Description of the Development:   

The Developer intends to develop a 3 phase bare land strata development 
located at 8800 Dallas Drive in the City of Kamloops, BC, to be known as: 

THE BURROWS 

(the "Development"). 

It is expected that the Development will consist of 92 residential strata lots 
(each a "Strata Lot") configured in the manner set out sketch plan attached 
as Exhibit 2.1A. 

All improvements on Strata Lots will be constructed by the Developer and 
will consist of wood framed single family stand alone or duplex style 
structures constructed in one of the home design drawings attached as 
Exhibit 2.1B hereto.   

Actual Strata Lots are subject to changes or alterations as 
may be determined by the Developer without notice. 

Actual square footage and layout of Strata Lots and 
improvements thereon as constructed by the Developer 
are subject to changes or alterations as may be 
determined by the Developer without notice. 

Each Strata Lot owner will also own a proportionate share in the common 
property of the Strata Corporation (as defined below). 

Each Strata Lot will be created by deposit of a bare land strata plan (the 
"Strata Plan") in the Kamloops Land Title Office in accordance with the 
provisions of the Strata Property Act of British Columbia.  The fee simple 
ownership of each Strata Lot will be owned individually by persons to whom 
the Developer will sell.  The Developer will register all Strata Lots on a 
single Strata Plan. 

Upon deposit of the Strata Plan in the Kamloops Land Title Office a strata 
corporation (the “Strata Corporation”) will be created in accordance with 
the Strata Property Act.  All owners of Strata Lots will be part of the Strata 
Corporation. 

The Developer may apply to amend the Strata Plan subject to the provisions 
of the Strata Property Act.   

The Developer may retain ownership of some of the Strata Lots. 
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2.2 Permitted Use:  The Development Property (as defined in section 4.1) is 
located within the City of Kamloops and is zoned RC-1 (Comprehensive 
Residential). 

This Development will be a residential development only.  Strata Lots may 
not be used for commercial or other purposes not ancillary to residential 
purposes. 

If required, further information and details regarding applicable zoning 
requirements and permissible uses can be obtained from the City of 
Kamloops, Development Services, 105 Seymour Street, Kamloops, BC, V2C 
2C6, Telephone:  250-828-3511. 

2.3 Building Construction:  The Developer will construct all improvements on 
Strata Lots.  Construction will conform to Development Permit DPM00506 
issued by the City of Kamloops, a copy of which is attached hereto as 
Exhibit 2.3.   

Sales to purchasers will consist of a fully constructed single family stand-
alone or duplex style dwelling.   

Building Permits:  Building permits for the Development have not been 
issued by the City of Kamloops as of the date of this Disclosure Statement. 
The Developer will file an amendment or amendments to this Disclosure 
Statement once a permit or permits have been issued by the City of 
Kamloops. 

Building Scheme:  No building scheme will be registered against the Strata 
Lots. 

2.4 Phasing:  The Developer intends to develop the Development in 3 phases.  
The proposed number of Strata Lots to be created in each phase is as 
follows: 

Phase  Number of Strata Lots in Phase 

1  36 

2  27 

3  29 

Total:  92 

The Developer will deposit security with the City of Kamloops as required 
by the approving officer as a condition of approval for common facilities 
and landscaping. 

An approved Form P - Phasing Declaration, pursuant to the Strata Property 
Act, is required for each Strata Plan.  A Form P - Phasing Declaration, will 
be approved by the City of Kamloops when approval of the first phase strata 
plan is granted.  The approved Form P will then be filed concurrently at the 
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Land Title Office with the Strata Plan.  A copy of the proposed Form P - 
Phasing Declaration is attached as Exhibit 2.4. 

At this time the Developer is marketing Strata Lots in Phase 1 (Strata 
Lots 1 - 36).  The Developer intends to file amendments to this Disclosure 
Statement in respect of the marketing of Phases 2 and 3. 

The Developer is entitled to and reserves the right to re-configure the 
number of Strata Lots in each phase and the order of phasing. 

3. STRATA INFORMATION 

3.1 Unit Entitlement:  The unit entitlement of each Strata Lot is a figure 
indicating its share in the common property, common facilities and the 
assets of the Strata Corporation, by which its contribution to the expenses 
of the common property is determined.   

In accordance with the Strata Property Act unit entitlement in a bare land 
strata is the same for all strata lots.  

A copy of the proposed Form V - Unit Entitlement that the Developer 
proposes to file with the Strata Plan is attached hereto as Exhibit 3.1. 

3.2 Voting Rights:  Each Strata Lot shall have one vote in the Strata 
Corporation. 

3.3 Common Property and Facilities:  The Developer anticipates that common 
property will consist of: 

• internal roadways to service the Development 
• visitor parking 
• landscaped areas and a hardcourt facility 
• storm water detention facility 

The common property may be used by all Strata Lot owners as determined 
by the strata council and the owners pursuant to the provisions of the 
Strata Property Act. 

3.4 Limited Common Property:  Limited common property is an area within 
the common property that is designated for the exclusive use by one or 
more strata lot owners.  The Strata Corporation may, by bylaw, make an 
owner responsible for the repair and maintenance of limited common 
property that the owner has a right to use. 

Common property may also be designated as limited common property by a 
resolution passed by a 3/4 vote at an annual or special general meeting.  
The Strata Corporation is responsible for maintaining all common property, 
including limited common property.  Pursuant to Bylaws 2 and 8 of the 
Standard Bylaws, an owner is responsible for maintaining and repairing 
limited common property which they use, except the following which the 
Strata Corporation shall repair and maintain: 
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(a) repair and maintenance that in the ordinary course of events occurs 
less than once a year; 

(b) the structure of a building; 

(c) the exterior of a building 

(d) chimneys, stairs, balconies and other things attached to the exterior 
of a building; 

(e) doors, windows or skylights, on the exterior of a building or that 
front on the common property; and 

(f) fences, railings and similar structures that enclose patios, balconies 
and yards. 

The Developer has no plans at this time to designate on the Strata Plan any 
areas of the Development as limited common property. 

3.5 Bylaws:  The bylaws for the Strata Corporation will be the Standard Bylaws 
which are attached to the Strata Property Act as a schedule, together with 
amendments which will be passed by the Developer immediately following 
registration of the Strata Plan and being in the form attached hereto as 
Exhibit 3.5 - Owner Developers' Notice of Different Bylaws.  Prospective 
purchasers should specifically note sections 3(4) to 3(8) of Exhibit 3.5 
which pertain to pets. 

3.6 Parking:  Parking will consist of driveways and garage areas located on 
Strata Lots as well as common area visitor parking.  Parking on internal 
roadways will not be permitted. 

3.7 Budget:  In respect of their Strata Lot each Strata Lot owner will be 
responsible for the payment of: 

• City of Kamloops property taxes 
• utilities, including hydro, gas, telephone, cable and garbage removal 
• building, contents and liability insurance 

The Strata Corporation shall be responsible for the payment for those items 
which are set out in the proposed estimated operating budget attached 
hereto as Exhibit 3.7.   

The estimated operating budget is for the first 12 months of operation after 
the conveyance of the first Strata Lot.  The estimated operating budget is 
based on the assumption that Phase 1 of the Development will be 
completed during the 12 month period following the date of conveyance 
of the first Strata Lot in that phase.   

The Developer will pay the actual expenses of the Strata Corporation up to 
and including the end of the month in which the first Strata Lot is conveyed 
to a purchaser. 
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3.8 Utilities and Services: 

(a) Water:  City of Kamloops water system to be installed 
by the Developer   

(b) Electricity:  BC Hydro to be installed by the Developer 

(c) Sewerage:  City of Kamloops sewerage system to be 
installed by the Developer   

(d) Natural Gas:  Fortis BC to be installed by the Developer 

(e) Fire Protection: City of Kamloops 

(f) Telephone:  Service to be installed by the Developer 

(g) Access: City of Kamloops roadways via Dallas Drive.  
Access roads within the Development will be 
private road(s) constructed by the Developer 
and maintained by the Strata Corporation 

 All required in ground servicing and internal roadways of the Development 
will be completed prior to filing of the Strata Plan at the Land Title Office. 

3.9 Strata Management Contract:  The Developer intends to enter into a strata 
management contract in the form attached hereto as Exhibit 3.9 with CML 
PROPERTIES.  The strata manager is not related to the Developer. 

3.10 Insurance:  The Development is a bare land strata. The Developer will 
place all risk and public liability insurance in respect of the Development 
while the Development is under construction and for that period of time 
until the Strata Corporation is created by the filing of the Strata Plan.  
Thereafter the Developer will cause the Strata Corporation to obtain: 

(a) insurance against liability for property damage and bodily injury in 
an amount not less than $2 million; and 

(b) property insurance,  

in respect of common property and assets. 

Prospective purchasers are advised that in connection with the purchase 
of a Strata Lot they will need to arrange at closing (and their sole 
expense) insurance for building, contents and liability. 

3.11 Rental Disclosure Statement:  Section 139 of the Strata Property Act 
provides that a developer must disclose to any purchaser the developer's 
intention to lease strata lots.  It is the intention of the Developer to sell all 
of the Strata Lots in the Development to purchasers for their own use.  
However, the Developer reserves the right to rent or lease Strata Lots for 
30 years which are not sold.  A rental disclosure statement is attached 
hereto as Exhibit 3.11. 

3.12 Furnishings and Equipment:  No furnishings or equipment will be provided 
with the sale of the Strata Lots.   
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4. TITLE AND LEGAL MATTERS 

4.1 Legal Description:  The current legal descriptions of the lands comprising 
the Development are: 

PID:  029-789-052 
Lot A District Lot 268 Kamloops Division Yale District 
Plan EPP55975 

("Lot "A") 

PID: 029-789-061 
Lot B District Lot 268 Kamloops Division Yale District 
Plan EPP55975 

 ("Lot "B" and together with Lot "A" referred to as the "Development 
Property") 

The legal description will change upon filing of the Strata Plan in the 
Kamloops Land Title Office. 

4.2 Ownership:  The Development Property is registered in the name of the 
KAMORE INVESTMENTS LTD. (the "Owner") in accordance with a purchase 
agreement between the Owner and the Developer.  

The Developer's beneficial interest in the Development Property is secured 
by way of an Option to Purchase agreement registered in the Kamloops 
Land Title Office under no. CA5241484. 

4.3 Existing Encumbrances and Legal Notations: 

(a) Legal Notations: 

• Development Permit No. DPM00259 registered in the Kamloops 
Land Title Office under No. LB338470  

• Development Permit No. DPM00151 registered in the Kamloops 
Land Title Office under No. LB338471  

(b) Encumbrances to remain on title after the sale of a Strata Lot: 

• Easement W51749 (as to Lot B) in respect of City of Kamloops 
facilities accessed from the Development Property 

• Statutory Right of Way W51750 in respect of City of Kamloops 
facilities accessed from the Development Property 

• Easement W51754 (as to Lot B) in respect of City of Kamloops 
facilities accessed from the Development Property 

• Statutory Right of Way X93465 (as to Lot B) in respect of natural 
gas facilities located on or about the Development Property 
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• Statutory Right of Way LA48787 in respect of City of Kamloops 
sewerage and other municipal utilities located on or about the 
Development Property 

• Statutory Right of Way LB543832 in respect of BC Hydro utilities 
located on or about the Development Property 

• Statutory Right of Way LB543833 in respect of TELUS 
communications utilities located on or about the Development 
Property 

• Covenant CA5045292 (as to Lot B) in favour of the City of 
Kamloops regarding density restrictions   

• Covenant CA5045294 in favour of the City of Kamloops regarding 
geotechnical investigations and requirements   

• Covenant CA5045296 (as to Lot B) in favour of the City of 
Kamloops as to development of the lands as phased strata 
development in conjunction with Lot A 

• Covenant CA5045298 in favour of the City of Kamloops restricting 
further subdivision pending construction of a storm water 
detention facility 

• Covenant CA5045302 in favour of Her Majesty the Queen as 
represented by the Ministry of Transportation and Highways in 
respect of development of the storm water detention facility on 
the Development Property  

• Statutory Right of Way CA5045304 (as to Lot B) in favour of the 
City of Kamloops regarding turnaround areas for municipal 
vehicles 

• Easement CA5045306 (as to Lot A) in favour of Lot B as to 
installation and maintenance of utilities on Lot A 

• Easement CA5045308 (as to Lot B) in favour of Lot A as to  
installation and maintenance of utilities on Lot B 

• Easement CA5045310 (as to Lot A) in favour of Lot B as to access 
rights over Lot A 

• Easement CA5045312 (as to Lot B) in favour of Lot A as to access 
rights over Lot B 

• Easement CA5045314 (as to Lot B) in favour of Lot A as to 
installation and maintenance of certain storm water utilities 

(c) Encumbrances to be discharged by the Developer against title to a 
Strata Lot at or before closing: 
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• Mortgage CA928969 (as extended) and Assignment of Rents 
CA92870 (as extended) in favour of FIRST WEST CREDIT UNION 
(the "Lender") 

• Option to Purchase Agreement CA5241484 in favour of the 
Developer 

Copies of all registered encumbrances may be obtained from the Kamloops 
Land Title Office or the Developer.  It is recommended that prospective 
purchasers independently review and consider these documents. 

4.4 Proposed Encumbrances and Legal Notations:  The Developer will register 
(or cause the registration of) before or concurrently with the Strata Plan: 

(a) Proposed Legal Notations: 

(i) Notice of City of Kamloops Development Permit DPM00506, a 
copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 2.3 

(b) Proposed Encumbrances: 

(i) a covenant in favour of the City of Kamloops limiting density 
in respect of phases 2 and 3; 

(ii) a soils covenant in favour of the City of Kamloops in respect 
of geotechnical matters 

(iii) easements in respect of utilities and works servicing the 
Development Property   

(iv) a covenant in favour of the City of Kamloops in respect of the 
construction and maintenance of the Storm Water Detention 
Facility 

(v) a statutory right of way agreement in favour of the City of 
Kamloops to accommodate service and emergency vehicle 
turnaround movements 

(vi) a statutory right of way agreement in favour of the BC Hydro 
with respect to Hydro facilities 

(vii) party wall agreements in respect of duplex units 

(viii) such further rights of way, easements, or covenants as may be 
required by the City of Kamloops, utility service providers and 
others. 

4.5 Outstanding or Contingent Litigation or Liabilities:  There are no 
outstanding or contingent litigation or liabilities in respect of the 
Development Property or against the Developer that may affect the Strata 
Corporation or purchasers. 

4.6 Environmental Matters:  The Developer is aware of: 
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(a) drainage overflow hazards with respect to the Development 
Property; and  

(b) collapsible soil hazards in respect of certain Strata Lots located 
within phase 2, 

all of which the Developer will fully mitigate in accordance with 
arrangements with the City of Kamloops.  

5. CONSTRUCTION AND WARRANTIES 

5.1 Construction Dates:  The estimated dates for commencement and 
completion of construction of all phases is as follows: 

Estimated Commencement 
Date of Construction 

 
Phase 

Estimated Completion 
Date of Construction 

August 1, 2016 to 
November 1, 2016 

1 August 1, 2019 to 
November 1, 2019 

August 1, 2019 to 
November 1, 2019 

2 August 1, 2021 to 
November 1, 2021 

August 1, 2021 to 
November 1, 2021 

3 February 1, 2024 to 
May 1, 2024 

5.2 Warranties:  Improved Strata Lots sold to purchasers will be registered for 
home warranty coverage pursuant to the Homeowner Protection Act of 
British Columbia.  The home warranty coverage is commonly described as 
"2/5/10". 

Any manufacturer’s warranty in respect of included appliances will be 
passed on to the purchaser if and to the extent permitted by such warranty.  
The Developer is not responsible for any repairs or warranty issues relating 
to appliances after the date of sale of a Strata Lot to a purchaser. 

5.3 Previously Occupied Building:  Not applicable. 

6. APPROVALS AND FINANCES 

6.1 Development Approval:  The Developer has obtained approval for the 
Development from the City of Kamloops as evidenced by the issuance of 
Development Permit No. DPM00506 attached as Exhibit 2.3 hereto. 

6.2 Construction Financing:  The Developer has secured from the Lender: 

(a) development financing in respect of Phase 1; and 

(b) construction financing for up to 6 Strata Lots at any one time in 
respect of Phase 1. 
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7. MISCELLANEOUS 

7.1 Deposits:  Deposit monies received from a purchaser shall be held in trust 
in the manner required by the Real Estate Development Marketing Act until 
the Strata Plan is deposited in the Kamloops Land Title Office, the Strata 
Lot purchased is capable of being occupied and an instrument evidencing 
the interest of the purchaser in the Strata Lot has been registered in the 
Kamloops Land Title Office. 

7.2 Purchase Agreement: 

(a) Attached as Exhibit 7.2(a) is a copy of the Standard BC Real Estate 
Association and Canadian Bar Association (BC Branch) Contract of 
Purchase and Sale (the "Purchase Contract") which will be used for 
purchases of Strata Lots. 

(b) Attached as Exhibit 7.2(b) is a copy of an Addendum to the Purchase 
Contract (the "Addendum") which will be used for purchases of Strata 
Lots and: 

(i) Section 1 of the Addendum sets out the purchaser's right to 
terminate the Contract; 

(ii) Section 2 of the Addendum provides that no assignment of 
the Purchase Contract will be permitted; and 

(iii) Section 3 of the Addendum provides for an extension of 
time for completing the purchase transaction. 

Deposits shall be placed in such interest bearing accounts at such interest 
rates as may be available from Canadian Chartered Banks and offered to 
law firms and/or realty companies for client's trust funds in the normal 
course of practice.   

Interest on the deposit monies shall be the property of the Developer (as 
seller) and not adjusted or credited to the Purchaser at the time of 
completion. 

7.3 Developer’s Commitments:  Any landscaping and/or road paving which is 
not completed at the time of conveyance of a Strata Lot will be secured by 
bonding with the City of Kamloops as a condition of final approval of the 
Strata Plan. 
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7.4 Other Material Facts:

(a) Occupancy: Interim occupancy to occupy a Strata Lot only will be issued.
The City of Kamloops will not issue final occupancy until all of the
landscaping (which will include common areas) and the whole of the
Development and/or the Development Permits have been completed by the
Developer and the Development has been re-inspected by the City of
Kamloops.

(b) Fire and Liability Insurance: Please refer to section 3.10.

DEEMED RELIANCE

SECTION 22 OF THE REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT MARKETING ACT PROVIDES THAT
EVERY PURCHASER WHO IS ENTITLED TO RECEIVE THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT IS
DEEMED TO HAVE RELIED ON ANY FALSE OR MISLEADING STATEMENT OF A MATERIAL
FACT CONTAINED IN THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT, IF ANY, AND ANY OMISSION TO
STATE A MATERIAL FACT. THE DEVELOPER, ITS DIRECTORS AND ANY PERSON WHO
HAS SIGNED OR AUTHORIZED THE FILING OF THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT ARE LIABLE
TO COMPENSATE THE PURCHASER FOR ANY MISREPRESENTATION, SUBJECT TO ANY
DEFENCES AVAILABLE UNDER SECTION 22 OF THE ACT.

DECLARATION

The foregoing statements disclose, without misrepresentation, all material facts
relating to the Development referred to above, as re(^ired by the Real Estate
Development Marketing Act of British Columbia, as of the-^Q day of June, 2016.

ADALARD HOLD

by its authorize!

Michael Arq^ M

Michael Arno

5S LTD.

ignatory:

II- president

director

Thomas Benjamin Calne - director

Christoph jernes - director
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  EXHIBIT 2.4 

Strata Property Act 
 

FORM P 
PHASED STRATA PLAN DECLARATION 

(Sections 221, 222) 

We, ADALARD HOLDINGS LTD., declare: 

1. That we intend to create a strata plan by way of phased development of the following 
land which we own: 

PID:  029-789-052 
 
 
PID: 029-789-061 

Lot A District Lot 268 Kamloops Division Yale District 
Plan EPP55975 
 
Lot B District Lot 268 Kamloops Division Yale District 
Plan EPP55975 

2. That the plan of development is as follows: 

a. the development shall be carried out in 3 phases as follows: 

PHASE NUMBER OF LOTS COMMON FACILITIES 
1 36 Nil 
2 27 Nil 
3 29 Nil 

TOTAL: 92 Nil 

b. a sketch plan showing 

i. all the land to be included in the phased strata plan; 

ii. the present parcel boundaries; 

iii. the approximate boundaries of each phase; and 

iv. the approximate location of the common facilities; 

c. The estimated date of commencement and completion of construction for each 
phase is as follows: 

Estimated 
Commencement Date of 

Construction 

 
Phase 

Estimated Completion 
Date of Construction 

August 1, 2016 to 
November 1, 2016 

1 August 1, 2019 to 
November 1, 2019 

August 1, 2019 to 
November 1, 2019 

2 August 1, 2021 to 
November 1, 2021 

August 1, 2021 to 
November 1, 2021 

3 February 1, 2024 to 
May 1, 2024 
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d. The estimated unit entitlement of each phase and the total unit entitlement of 
the completed development is as follows: 

PHASE NUMBER OF LOTS UNIT ENTITLEMENT 
1 36 36 
2 27 27 
3 29 29 

Total 92 92 

e. The maximum number of lots to be created in each phase: 

PHASE NUMBER OF LOTS TYPE OF UNIT 
1 36 Single Family or Duplex 
2 27 Single Family or Duplex 
3 29 Single Family or Duplex 

3. We will elect to proceed with each phase on or by the following dates: 
 

PHASE DATE 
1 August 1, 2016 
2 August 1, 2019 
3 August 1, 2021 

 

ADALARD HOLDINGS LTD. 
Per: 

  
Signature of Applicant 

 

Date of approval: ____________________, 2016. 

 

        
Signature of Approving Officer, City of Kamloops 
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  EXHIBIT 3.1 

Strata Property Act 
 

FORM V 
SCHEDULE OF UNIT ENTITLEMENT 

(Sections 245(a), 246, 264) 

Re: Strata Plan                , being a strata plan of: 

PID:  029-789-052 
 
 
PID: 029-789-061 

Lot A District Lot 268 Kamloops Division Yale District 
Plan EPP55975 
 
Lot B District Lot 268 Kamloops Division Yale District 
Plan EPP55975 

BARE LAND STRATA PLAN 

The unit entitlement for each bare land strata lot is one of the following, as set out in the 
following table: 

 (a) a whole number that is the same for all of the strata lots in the strata 
plan as set out in section 246(6)(a) of the Strata Property Act. 

OR 

 (b) a number that is approved by the Superintendent of Real Estate in 
accordance with section 246(6)(b) of the Strata Property Act. 

  
Signature of Superintendent of Real Estate 
 

Phase Strata Lot No. Sheet No. Total Area in m2 Unit Entitlement %* of Total Unit 
Entitlement** 

 1   1  

 2   1  

 3   1  

 4   1  

 5   1  

 6   1  

 7   1  

 8   1  

 9   1  

 10   1  

 11   1  

 12   1  

 13   1  

 14   1  

 15   1  
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Phase Strata Lot No. Sheet No. Total Area in m2 Unit Entitlement %* of Total Unit 
Entitlement** 

 16   1  

 17   1  

 18   1  

 19   1  

 20   1  

 21   1  

 22   1  

 23   1  

 24   1  

 25   1  

 26   1  

 27   1  

 28   1  

 29   1  

 30   1  

 31   1  

 32   1  

 33   1  

 34   1  

 35   1  

 36   1  

 Total number of 
lots:   36 

  Total unit 
Entitlement:  36 

 

*  expression of percentage is for informational purposes only and has no legal effect 
**  not required for a phase of a phased strata plan 

 
Date:                                , 2016. 
 
ADALARD HOLDINGS LTD. 
Per: 

        
Signature of Owner/Developer  

 
        
Signature of Superintendent of Real Estate 
(if submitted under section 264 of the Act) 



  EXHIBIT 3.5 

Strata Property Act 

FORM Y 

OWNER DEVELOPERS’ NOTICE OF DIFFERENT BYLAWS 
(Section 245(d); Regulations section 14.6(2)) 

Re: Strata Plan EPS    being a strata plan of: 

PID:  029-789-052 
 
 
PID: 029-789-061 

Lot A District Lot 268 Kamloops Division Yale District 
Plan EPP55975 
 
Lot B District Lot 268 Kamloops Division Yale District 
Plan EPP55975 

The following or attached bylaws differ from the Standard Bylaws to the Strata 
Property Act, permitted by section 120 of the Act: 

1. Paragraph 1 is deleted and replaced with the following: 

 "Payment of Strata Fees 

a. An owner must pay strata fees on or before the first day of the 
month to which the strata fees relate.  

b. If an owner fails to pay the owner’s strata fees on time, the 
owner must pay interest on the arrears at the rate of 10 per cent 
(10%) per annum compounded annually and calculated on a 
monthly basis from the date the payment was due and continuing 
until the last day of the month in which it is paid, and the interest 
shall form part of the owner’s strata fees. 

c. If, when an owner pays strata fees, the owner owes money to the 
strata corporation for a fine, or for the reasonable costs of 
remedying a contravention of the bylaws or rules, the strata 
corporation must apply that owner’s payment to the amount 
outstanding in the following order: 

i. firstly, to a fine, 

ii. secondly, to costs to remedy a contravention, and 

ii. thirdly, to strata fees." 

2. Paragraph 2(1) is deleted and replaced with the following: 

 "An owner must keep in tidy condition and repair and maintain the 
owner's strata lot, except for repair and maintenance that is the 
responsibility of the strata corporation under these bylaws." 

3. Paragraph 3(4) is deleted and replaced with the following: 
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“3(4) Except as allowed by the written permission of the strata 
corporation, an owner, tenant or occupant shall not keep any pets 
on a strata lot other than the following: 

a. a reasonable number of fish or other small aquarium 
animals; 

b. a reasonable number of small caged mammals; 

c. up to 2 caged birds; and 

d. two dogs or two cats (or one of each).” 

 Paragraph 3 is further amended to add the following: 

"(5) Where these bylaws permit an owner, tenant, occupant or visitor 
to keep a dog or cat on a strata lot, the owner, tenant, occupant 
or visitor, as the  case may be, must not allow that dog or cat to 
enter another strata lot except with the consent of the owner, or 
tenant of the other strata lot; 

(6) No dog or cat shall be permitted on the common property unless 
the dog or cat is on a leash or chain of no more than two (2) 
metres in length, and the dog or cat is under the effective control 
of an adult responsible for that dog or cat. 

(7) No owner, tenant, occupant or visitor shall allow a dog or cat to 
cause unreasonable noise. 

(8) No owner shall allow a dog or cat to defecate on common 
property or a common asset or on a strata lot that the owner does 
not own, and must, if that dog or cat deposits faeces on the 
common property, or on a common asset, or on any strata lot, 
immediately remove the faeces deposited by the dog or cat. 

(9) No owner shall permit his or her strata lot to be occupied by more 
than  6 persons on a regular basis without the written consent of 
the strata corporation. 

(11) Any damage or vandalism caused by an owner or the owner’s 
children, tenants or occupants will be the responsibility of that 
owner and any costs incurred by the strata corporation will be 
assessed against that owner. 

(12) Any damage or damages to a strata lot or to the common property 
caused by the wilful act of an owner, tenant, or occupant shall be 
the responsibility of the party causing the damage or damages and 
the strata corporation shall be entitled to assess the owner, 
tenant, or occupant the amount of any insurance deductible paid 
by the strata corporation in connection with such insurance claim. 
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(13) No owner, tenant, or occupant shall make any claim against the 
insurance provided by the strata corporation without first giving 
written notice to the strata corporation of the intention to make 
such a claim. 

(14) No signs shall be posted on a strata lot or the common property 
save and except for small signs for the purpose of marketing the 
sale of a strata lot, provided that this provision shall not apply to 
the Developer while the Developer has unsold strata lots. 

(15) No unlicensed or inoperable vehicle or vehicles shall be parked or 
stored on: 

 a. common property; or 

 b. a strata lot unless fully enclosed in the garage area for the 
strata lot. 

(16) No boats, trailers or recreational vehicles of any kind will be 
stored on a strata lot unless fully enclosed in the garage area for 
the strata lot. 

(17) The strata corporation reserves the right to: 

 a. require an owner to obtain the written approval of the 
strata corporation in respect of window coverings for a 
strata lot; and 

 b. set guidelines and standards in respect of window 
coverings. 

 In no event shall flags, aluminum foil, paper product, sheets, 
plastic or similar material shall be used for window coverings.  
Owners shall keep all window coverings in good order and repair." 

4. Paragraphs 5 is deleted and replaced with the following: 

"5. An owner must obtain the written approval of the strata 
corporation before making an alteration to a strata lot that 
involves any of the following: 

 a. construction or replacement of fences that enclose a yard 
area; 

 b. installation of a satellite dish." 

5. Division 3 – (Council) is amended by adding the following paragraphs following 
Paragraph 22: 

"22.a No person shall be entitled to vote on behalf of a strata lot, 
except on matters requiring a unanimous vote, if the strata 
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corporation is entitled to register a lien against that strata lot 
under Section 116(1). 

22.b No person may stand for council or continue to be on council with 
respect to a strata lot if the strata corporation is entitled to 
register a lien against the strata lot under Section 116(1)." 

6. Division 4 – (Enforcement of Bylaws and Rules) is amended by adding the 
following paragraphs: 

Paragraphs 23 and 24 are replaced by the following paragraph to be numbered 
Paragraph 23: 

"23. The strata corporation may fine an owner or tenant a maximum 
of: 

a. $200.00 for each contravention of a bylaw; and 

b. $50.00 for each contravention of a rule; and 

c. If an activity or lack of activity that constitutes a 
contravention of a bylaw or rule continues, without 
interruption, for longer than 7 days, a fine may be imposed 
every 7 days." 

A new Paragraph 24 is added as follows: 

"24. The strata corporation may sue an owner or other person in 
proceedings under the Small Claims Act (British Columbia) as such 
Act may be amended from time to time, to collect money owing 
to the strata corporation, including money owing as a fine, 
without the necessity of first passing a resolution at an Annual or 
Special General Meeting to authorize the proceedings." 

Date:    , 2016. 

 
ADALARD HOLDINGS LTD. 
Per: 

  
Signature of Owner/Developer 



Strata Corporation EPS XXXX
The Burrows Phase 1 - 8800 Dallas Drive

THE INTERIM BUDGET FOR THE YEAR ENDING 2017

strata Fee Income

Interest Income

Bank Cliarges
Constuiting Fees -Depreciation Report
Contingency Reserve 5% of expense
Rre Hydrant Inspection
Insurance

Landscape Maintenance
Legal / Consulting Fees
Management Fees
Real Estate Audit

Meetings/Reports/Office
Roadway Maintenance
Repairs & Maintenance
Signage
Snow Removal

Sprinkler Maintenance
Utilities: Light/Power
Utilities: SewerAA/ater

NET OPERATING SURPLUS (DEFICIT)

PRIOR RETAINED EARNINGS (DEFICIT)

M.viart

EXHIBIT 3.7

Page 1

NHiERIMM

BlilQiG

43,200.00

50.00

422.50

2,100.00

275.00

3,000.00

6,500.00

750.00

9,450.00

282.50

700.00

850.00

1,900.00
250.00

3,900.00

1,590.00
300.00

11,000.00

YOUR MONTHLY STRATA FEES WILL BE $

THE PORTION OF YOUR STRATA FEE CONTRIBUTION ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE CRF WILL $

100.00

4.86
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AGENCY AGREEMENT 

THIS AGREEMENT dated for reference as of the ___ day of __________________, ________ 

BETWEEN: 

THE OWNERS, STRATA PLAN EPSXXX- The Burrows, a 
Strata Corporation constituted under the laws of British Columbia 
and having its address at 8800 Dallas Drive  
Kamloops, B.C., V2C TBD 

(hereinafter called the “Strata Corporation”) 
OF THE FIRST PART 

AND: 

CONNAUGHT MANAGEMENT LTD d.b.a. CML 
PROPERTIES, a company incorporated under the laws of the 
Province of British Columbia with offices at 272 Lansdowne 
Street, Kamloops, B.C., V2C 1X7 

(hereinafter called the “Agent”) 
OF THE SECOND PART 

WHEREAS: 

A. The Strata Corporation is responsible for the control, management, maintenance and
administration of the common property and common assets of the Strata Corporation and
all personnel, operations, business and all things and activities comprising or associated
with or carried on in the Strata Plan.

B. The Agent has agreed to provide certain services to the Strata Corporation.

C. The Strata Corporation has agreed to contract with the Agent for the purposes of
providing services described herein.

EXHIBIT 3.9
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         AGENT          STRATA 
© This Agency Agreement is copyrighted by            
S.P.A. Strata Property Agents of B.C.  The Burrows  
August 2014                  DRAFT - TBD 
                                                                                                                                              
17796.73490.ELW.4860207.12 

WITNESS THEREFORE that in consideration of the sum of Ten ($10.00) Dollars now paid by 
each party to the other (the receipt and sufficiency whereof is by each hereby acknowledged) and 
in consideration of the mutual promises contained herein, the parties agree, one with the other, as 
follows: 

Definitions 

1. In this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following meanings: 

1.1 “Act” means the Strata Property Act and amendments thereto and any regulations 
adopted pursuant to the Act; 

1.2 “Agent” means the strata property agency brokerage described on page 1 hereof; 

1.3 “Agent’s Fees” means the fees payable to the Agent pursuant to Clause 5.2 of this 
Agreement; 

1.4 “Agreement” means this agreement, including Schedule A, Schedule B and any other 
schedules attached hereto, and any amendments thereto; 

1.5 “Bylaws” means the bylaws adopted by the Strata Corporation and in effect from time to 
time; 

1.6  “Laws” means all applicable restrictive covenants, zoning ordinances and building 
codes, health, environmental and safety laws and regulations, and other federal, 
provincial and other laws, statutes, ordinances, rules, regulations, orders and court 
decisions; 

1.7 “Meetings” means all meetings of the Strata Corporation and Strata Council, including 
the annual general meeting, special general meeting, committee meetings, arbitrations 
and mediation hearings, court hearings, or other meetings requiring the Agent’s 
attendance pursuant to this Agreement; 

1.8 “Owners” means the owners of strata lots included in the Strata Plan; 

1.9 “RESA” means the Real Estate Services Act and amendments thereto and any regulations 
or rules adopted pursuant to the Real Estate Services Act; 

1.10 “Rules” means the rules made pursuant to sec. 125 of the Act from time to time; 

1.11 “Section” means a section of the Strata Corporation created pursuant to Part 11 of the 
Act; 

1.12 “Strata Corporation” means the strata corporation described on page 1 hereof; 

1.13 “Strata Council” means the strata council of the Strata Corporation;  
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1.14 “Strata Plan” means the strata plan filed in the Land Title Office that created the Strata 
Corporation; and 

1.15 “Tax” means the Harmonized Sales Tax and/or the Goods and Services Tax as may be 
applicable under the Excise Tax Act, Provincial Sales Tax as may be applicable under the 
Provincial Sales Tax Act and any other applicable tax in replacement or substitution 
therefor that is applicable to the services provided under this Agreement. 

Exclusive Appointment 

2. Commencing on the Commencement Date set out in item 1 of Schedule A attached 
hereto, the Strata Corporation hereby appoints the Agent as its sole and exclusive Agent 
to provide strata agency services to the Strata Corporation upon the terms and conditions 
herein contained, and the Agent agrees to serve the Strata Corporation in that capacity in 
a faithful, diligent and honest manner, subject to the direction of the Strata Council and 
the terms of this Agreement. 

Agent’s Agreement 

3. The Agent hereby covenants and agrees with the Strata Corporation as follows: 

General 

3.1 Agent Services - To furnish the services of the Agent as agent for the Strata Corporation 
in assisting the Strata Council in managing the affairs of the Strata Corporation; 

3.2 Administration  - To assist in the administration of the common property and common 
assets of the Strata Corporation under the direction of the Strata Council; 

3.3 Strata Corporation’s Performance - To assist the Strata Council with the performance of 
all obligations required to be performed by the Strata Corporation pursuant to agreements 
entered into between the Strata Corporation and any other person, firm or corporation in 
respect of the affairs of the Strata Corporation; 

3.4 Staffing – To provide sufficient staff at the Agent’s expense in order to provide the 
Agent’s services hereunder.  The Agent may designate a representative of the Agent to be 
the principal contact person between the Agent and the Strata Corporation; 

Financial 

3.5 Strata Fees - To receive and record in a timely fashion all strata fees, special levies, user 
fees, contributions to the contingency reserve fund, and other revenues and amounts due 
to the Strata Corporation; 

3.6 Unpaid Strata Fees  - To demand and attempt to recover from the Owners, all strata fees, 
contingency reserve fees, special levies or user fees and any and all other monies from 
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time to time payable by such Owners to the Strata Corporation in any lawful manner 
howsoever and to make and agree to all just and reasonable abatements, payments and 
allowances in respect thereof; 

3.7 Non-Payment of Strata Fees - To take legal action at the expense of the Strata 
Corporation for and in the name of the Strata Corporation, to effect the collection of 
unpaid monthly strata fees, special levies, user fees, contributions to the contingency 
reserve fund and any other monies due to the Strata Corporation and to sign, file and 
deliver certificates of liens, receipts, certificates, or acknowledgements, all at the 
direction of the Strata Council; 

3.8 Annual Budget – To assist the Strata Council in budgeting the Strata Corporation revenue 
and expenditures and in determining the appropriate amount of contribution to be paid by 
each Owner towards operating expenses and the contingency reserve fund as required by 
the Act and in this regard to furnish annually, an estimate of revenues and expenses; 

3.9 Accounting Statement  - To provide the Strata Council with a monthly accounting 
statement of receipts, disbursements, expenses and charges; 

3.10 Bank Statement – To provide the Strata Council with a copy of each monthly bank 
statement for each trust account and a reconciliation of same within 6 weeks after the end 
of the month to which the statement relates; 

3.11 Expenditures – To sign cheques and to otherwise pay from the Strata Corporation’s funds 
in a timely fashion, all charges, expenses and outgoings whatsoever payable by, or 
chargeable to the Strata Corporation provided funds are available to make such payments 
and the Strata Council’s authorization is provided where required; 

3.12 Payroll Accounts – To provide payroll accounting for Strata Corporation employees, if 
necessary, either directly or through a third party service provider and to charge a fee for 
such services in the amount set forth in item 2 of Schedule A; 

3.13 Strata Corporation’s Monies - To deposit all receipts of the Strata Corporation into the 
appropriate trust account or accounts in accordance with the provisions of RESA, such 
trust accounts to be separate from the Agent’s corporate accounts and deposited with an 
institution qualified to engage in the credit union, banking or trust business, and to 
withdraw funds from or transfer funds between such accounts as may be appropriate.  
The Agent may transfer such monies between accounts and pooled trust accounts as 
permitted by RESA and may invest the Strata Corporation’s funds as appropriate and as 
permitted under RESA and sec. 95 of the Act; 
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Trust Accounts 

3.14 Maintenance of Trust Accounts – To maintain at least one separate trust account in the 
name of the Strata Corporation, as further specified in item 3 of Schedule A attached 
hereto; 

3.15 Contingency Reserve/Special Levy Trust Accounts - If the Agent is to hold contingency 
reserve money or special levy money as specified in item 3 of Schedule A, to maintain 
separate trust accounts for the contingency reserve money and the special levy money; 

3.16 Statutory Review of Books - To keep full and detailed books and to make the books 
available for the annual review of books maintained by the Agent as required by the Real 
Estate Council of BC pursuant to RESA and to charge the fee specified in item 1 of 
Schedule B, whether or not the Strata Corporation’s books are in fact reviewed in whole 
or in part, pursuant to the statutory review; 

3.17 Strata Corporation’s Audit - To keep full and detailed books and if directed by the Strata 
Corporation, to arrange for an outside accountant to conduct an audit of the Strata 
Corporation’s books, at the Strata Corporation’s cost; 

3.18 Signing Authority – To ensure that the signing authority of the Agent for the operating 
fund trust account and/or pooled trust accounts includes at least one managing broker of 
the Agent.  If contingency reserve and/or special levy trust accounts are maintained, two 
signing authorities shall be required for any transfer of funds, which signing authority 
may be any two of the following: a managing broker, a licensee, director, officer or 
accountant of the Agent; 

Meetings 

3.19 Meetings - To arrange for a representative of the Agent to attend at a mutually agreed 
time and date, up to the number of Meetings per year set forth in item 4 of Schedule A 
attached hereto.  It being understood however, that the Agent’s attendance over and 
above the number of Meetings specified in item 4 of Schedule A, or attending at any 
Meeting of a duration longer than the number of hours specified in item 5 of Schedule A, 
shall be mutually agreed upon by the parties and the Agent shall be entitled to charge the 
additional fees shown in Clauses 5.2(b) or 5.2(c) as applicable; 

Strata Council 

3.20 Strata Council - To consult with and confer fully and freely with the Strata Council (in 
person at Meetings, or by telephone or email) on behalf of the Strata Corporation in the 
performance of any of the Strata Council’s duties and to act upon the resolutions of the 
Strata Council in so far as such resolutions do not conflict with the Act, RESA, any 
Laws, the Bylaws, the Rules or a direction given by the Strata Corporation;. The receipt 
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by the Agent of written authorization of the Strata Council is sufficient authority for the 
Agent to so act; 

3.21 Assistance to Strata Council – To advise the Strata Council on the Act, and to advise the 
Strata Council of generally accepted practises throughout the strata agency industry.  
Such interpretation of the Act to be used by the Strata Council as a guide and shall not be 
regarded as legal advice; 

Records 

3.22 Records - To keep full and detailed records of the transactions of the Strata Corporation 
and to retain the records required to be maintained by sec. 35 of the Act, including the 
owner registry (save and except any of the prescribed documents not provided to the 
Agent by the Strata Corporation and any other documents listed in Schedule B), if 
applicable, for such time as required by RESA or the Act, and to make available for 
inspection at the request of the Strata Corporation, all of the Strata Corporation’s 
documents, accounts and records which the Agent may have and to charge an hourly fee 
in the amount specified in item 6 of Schedule A for the supervision of the inspection of 
such records.  Any such material shall be made available to any Owner, after first 
receiving reasonable notice from the Owner in accordance with the Act, of their intention 
to inspect the records at the office of the Agent.  Subject to compliance with the Act, 
electronic records may be retained outside British Columbia or Canada, in which case 
they may be subject to the laws of the jurisdiction in which such records are located. 

3.23 Use and Disclosure of Strata Corporation Information and Personal Information of 
Owners – To collect, use and disclose information respecting the Strata Corporation, 
including personal information respecting any Owner for any and all purposes related to 
the management, maintenance and administration of the Strata Corporation and for such 
other purposes as are appropriate in connection with the performance of the duties of the 
Agent respecting the affairs of the Strata Corporation, including the provision of 
documentation and information as required by the Act to facilitate the sale of any strata 
lot which shall include its distribution to the Owner’s real estate licensees, potential 
purchasers, purchasers and their conveyancers, governmental authorities, Owners’ 
mortgagees or other authorized requestors in accordance with the Act; 

3.24 Owner/Tenant’s Registry – To maintain a registry of all Owners and tenanted strata lots; 

3.25 Minutes – At the request of the Strata Council, to prepare minutes for Meetings at which 
the Agent is in attendance, and provide the minutes of Strata Council meetings and 
annual and special general meetings of the Strata Corporation pursuant to the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement and as prescribed by the Act;  

3.26 Correspondence and Forms – To receive and respond to all correspondence as directed by 
the Strata Council and to sign, file and deliver statutory forms including certificates, 
receipts, or acknowledgements, all at the direction of the Strata Council; 
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Bylaws and Rules 

3.27 Bylaws and Rules – To familiarize itself with RESA, the Act and the Strata Corporation’s 
Bylaws and Rules; 

3.28 Bylaw and Rules Enforcement – To assist with the enforcement of the Bylaws and Rules 
and, if so directed by the Strata Council, take appropriate action including legal action to 
enforce or stop any breach or infraction of the Bylaws and Rules, at the expense of the 
Strata Corporation; 

3.29 Fines – To provide notice of fines upon the levying of fines by the Strata Council and 
provide follow up correspondence and initiate legal action as is necessary, at the direction 
and expense of the Strata Corporation; 

3.30 Liens – To complete, sign, file and remove liens against delinquent Owners in 
accordance with the Act and to provide follow up correspondence and initiate legal action 
as necessary, all at the direction and expense of the Strata Corporation.  The Agent may 
charge a fee for the administration involved or the collection of receivables as specified 
in item 2 of Schedule B and charge back such fee to the Owner;  

Insurance  

3.31 Property Insurance – Upon the direction of the Strata Council, to secure annual updates to 
the insurance appraisal for the Strata Plan and to renew insurance policies as they expire 
pursuant to the Act.  All insurance appraisal costs and premium costs shall be expenses of 
the Strata Corporation; 

3.32 E&O Insurance – Upon the direction of the Strata Council, to assist the Strata 
Corporation to place and maintain, at the expense of the Strata Corporation, Strata 
Council Errors & Omissions Insurance; 

3.33 Liability Insurance – To assist the Strata Corporation to place and maintain, at the 
expense of the Strata Corporation, Comprehensive General Liability Insurance having a 
minimum coverage in the amount of $2,000,000.00 or such greater amount as may be 
directed by the Strata Council.  Such insurance policy shall list the Agent as additional 
insured and shall be applicable to any indemnification of the Agent by the Strata 
Corporation as required under this Agreement; 

3.34 Insurance Coverage – To assist the Strata Corporation to place and maintain adequate 
property, liability, equipment breakdown and other insurance required from time to time 
and have a qualified insurance agent review the insurance coverage of the Strata 
Corporation at least every year.  The Agent shall at the direction and cost of the Strata 
Corporation arrange for an insurance appraisal.  The Agent shall not be liable for any 
negligence of any such insurance agent or the insurance appraiser; 
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3.35 Availability of Insurance – When assisting the Strata Corporation in obtaining the 
insurance described in Clauses 3.31 to 3.34, the Agent shall attempt to obtain such 
insurance on commercially reasonable terms.  The Agent shall have no liability to the 
Strata Corporation or the Owners if such insurance is not available at all or if it is not 
available on commercially reasonable terms and the Strata Council elects not to maintain 
any or all such insurance;  

3.36 Agent’s Insurance – The Agent shall maintain such insurance as is required by RESA; 

Maintenance and Services 

3.37 Contractors and Employees - To co-ordinate the work of contractors, suppliers or 
employees and whenever directed by the Strata Council or the Agent deems it advisable 
or necessary, the Agent shall hire or discharge contractors, suppliers or employees, and it 
is agreed and understood that all such employees and independent contractors shall be 
deemed to be employees and independent contractors of the Strata Corporation and not of 
the Agent, and paid by the Strata Corporation and not the Agent and that the Agent shall 
not be responsible for the acts, defaults or negligence of such employees or independent 
contractors if reasonable care has been exercised in their recommendation, appointment 
and retention; 

3.38 Contracts – To make and sign contracts in the name of the Strata Corporation to the 
extent the Agent’s policies permit it to sign such contracts, in respect to the common 
property and common assets, for electricity, gas, fuel, water, telephone, janitorial 
services, window cleaning, landscaping, garbage disposal, vermin extermination and 
other services or such of them as the Strata Council shall deem advisable, and to monitor 
and negotiate renewal or replacement of such contracts; 

3.39 Supplies  - Subject to the limits expressed by the Strata Council, to place orders for and 
purchase, in the name of the Strata Corporation, all such equipment, tools, appliances, 
materials and supplies as is necessary to equip properly and maintain the common 
property and common assets of the Strata Corporation;  

3.40 Emergency Services – To use commercially reasonable efforts to maintain a 24-hour 
emergency contact service such that the Strata Council or Owners can contact the Agent 
with respect to matters affecting life or property damage, however the Strata Corporation 
acknowledges that such services may not be available in the event of a major regional 
emergency; 

3.41 Limitation on Expenditures - The Agent agrees to obtain the approval of the Strata 
Council of the Strata Corporation to all expenditures in accordance with the Act and the 
Bylaws, other than: (a) expenses contained in the approved annual budget; (b) recurring 
operating charges; or (c) emergency repairs in excess of the maximum amount 
established by the Bylaws, if such expenditures are necessary in the opinion of the Agent 
to protect the common property and common assets of the Strata Corporation from 
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damage or to maintain common services to occupants of any one or more strata lots.  
Where all or a portion of the expenditure falls within the jurisdiction of a Section, the 
Agent will seek the approval of the executive of the relevant Section to such expenditure; 

Proceedings 

3.42 Legal Proceedings – To assist in resolution of disputes involving the Strata Corporation 
as directed by the Strata Council, by recourse to the appropriate authority, including legal 
proceedings, arbitration, mediation, small claims court, human rights tribunal, internal 
appeals and residential tenancy disputes;  

3.43 Legal Counsel – Any provision in this Agreement allowing the Agent to take legal action 
on behalf of the Strata Corporation shall mean, where appropriate or required, taking 
legal action through the Strata Corporation’s legal counsel; 

3.44 Owner’s Defaults - To sign and give notices to Owners of any defaults in any obligations 
of such Owners to repair or to maintain their strata lots or limited common property in a 
timely fashion; 

3.45 Compliance with Notices or Orders – To notify the Strata Council of any notices or 
orders of any competent public authority requiring repairs to be done in respect of the 
common property and common assets, or any part thereof, and to notify the Owners of 
individual strata lots that they must in a like manner comply with such notices or orders 
in regard to their own individual strata lots; 

3.46 Compliance with Laws - To take such action on behalf of the Strata Corporation as the 
Strata Council may direct, as may be necessary to comply promptly with any and all 
orders or requirements affecting the Strata Corporation made by any governmental body 
or agency having authority or orders of any Fire Marshall, or board of fire underwriters or 
similar body; 

Other 

3.47 Sale of Strata Lots – To provide and sign documentation as required by the Act to 
facilitate the sale, financing or other dealings with any strata lot at the cost of the Owner 
or the proposed purchaser or lender.  The Agent shall be entitled to retain the fees and 
disbursements it charges such Owners, proposed purchasers, lenders, real estate licensees, 
lawyers or notaries; and 

3.48 Fees, Rebates or Discounts – Not to collect or charge any undisclosed fee, rebate or 
discount, and if any such fee, rebate or discount should be received by the Agent that fee, 
rebate or discount will be held in trust for and credited to the account of the Strata 
Corporation.   
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Agent’s Authorization 

4. The Agent shall be deemed the Agent of the Strata Corporation and to enable the Agent 
to effectively perform its services under this Agreement the Strata Corporation hereby 
appoints the Agent as its agent to perform the services set out in Clause 3 hereof and to 
execute all documents and contracts for and on behalf of the Strata Corporation, as 
directed by the Strata Council, and to commence legal proceedings at the expense of the 
Strata Corporation as directed by the Strata Council and to perform all other duties 
provided for in this Agreement.   

Strata Corporation’s Agreement 

5. The Strata Corporation covenants and agrees: 

5.1 Indemnity - To save the Agent harmless from any and all claims, damages, costs and 
liability incurred in connection with the services provided to the Strata Corporation and, 
without limiting the generality of the foregoing, to indemnify and save the Agent 
harmless from all claims, damages, costs and liability whatsoever incurred by the Agent 
in performing its responsibilities hereunder and to protect the Agent against any and all 
such claims, damages, costs, and liability in the same manner and to the same extent as 
the Strata Corporation, unless such claim, damage, cost or liability is caused by the gross 
negligence or wilful misconduct of the Agent; 

5.2 Agent’s Fees - To pay to the Agent the following fees: 

(a) a fee in advance each and every month during the term of this Agreement, in the 
amount and on the day specified in item 7 of Schedule A; 

(b) an additional fee in the amount specified in item 8 of Schedule A, for each 
additional Meeting over the number specified in Clause 3.19 and item 4 of 
Schedule A; 

(c) an additional hourly fee in the amount specified in item 9 of Schedule A, for each 
hour of attendance at any Meeting longer than the hours specified in Clause 3.19 
and item 5 of Schedule A; 

(d) an additional fee for appearing as a witness, or assisting with litigation support, 
special projects and/or major renovations, as determined by the size and nature of 
the special project and/or major renovations and as may be agreed between the 
Strata Corporation and the Agent or in the amount determined pursuant to 
Schedule B, if attached and initialled by both parties;  

(e) an additional fee in the amount specified in item 10 of Schedule A, per strata lot 
for each month of depositing and processing of special levies; 
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(f) such additional fees as are provided for in Schedule B, or as may be agreed upon 
in writing from time to time; 

(g) together with any applicable Tax payable on such fees or related disbursements; 

5.3 Payment of Agent’s Fees - The Strata Corporation hereby authorises the Agent to deduct 
the Agent’s Fees and disbursements from the strata fees, special levies, assessments, user 
fees and any other monies collected by the Agent pursuant to Clause 3; 

5.4 Shortfall - That if the bills, accounts or expenses paid by the Agent pursuant to Clause 3 
hereof in any calendar month exceed the strata fees and other monies collected in such 
month by the Agent or if the Strata Corporation does not otherwise have sufficient funds 
to pay such bills, accounts or expenses, to pay the Agent the amount of such excess 
promptly upon request, which may include transfer of funds from the Contingency 
Reserve Fund where permitted under the Act.  The Agent shall have no obligation to 
advance funds to the Strata Corporation for any purpose whatsoever; 

5.5 Costs - To pay promptly the Agent’s costs of printing, duplicating, mailing, postage, long 
distance telephone charges, courier or other service charges directly attributed to the 
Strata Corporation as per the attached item 5 of Schedule B attached hereto; 

5.6 Transfer Documentation - To direct and compensate the Agent in accordance with the 
Act for all transfer of title and ancillary documents for owners;  

5.7 Exclusivity - That the Strata Corporation, during the Term of this Agreement and for two 
(2) years after the termination hereof, will not engage or contract directly or indirectly 
with any present or past employee of the Agent, to perform services the same as or 
similar to the services the employee performed for the Agent unless agreed to in writing 
by the Agent; 

5.8 Documentation – To provide the Agent with all documents and records available to the 
Strata Corporation, which may be reasonably required by the Agent to properly assist in 
connection with the services provided by the Agent to the Strata Corporation;  

5.9 Bylaws and Rules – To provide to the Agent a copy of the Bylaws and Rules of the Strata 
Corporation and to promptly notify the Agent of any amendments or additions thereto; 
and 

5.10 Existing Project – Where the Agent is assuming its role from a prior strata agent or from 
a self-managed building, the Agent shall not be responsible for errors, missing or 
inaccurate information in the records, information or materials of the prior agent or the 
self-managed building provided to the Agent, or for any consequential errors, missing or 
inaccurate information in the records or materials maintained by the Agent.  Nor is the 
Agent responsible for the past financial affairs of the Strata Corporation, including 
matters relating to the status of any employee or contractor of the Strata Corporation.  
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The Agent will not, unless expressly directed by the Strata Corporation, conduct a 
detailed review of the records, information, materials or practices of the prior agent or 
self managed strata corporation, except as is necessary to fulfill its role going forward 
under this Agreement. 

No Set Off 

6. That the Strata Corporation shall not be entitled to set off against the Agent’s Fees or any 
other monies payable to the Agent under this Agreement, any uncollected strata fees, 
special levies or user fees or other monies owed the Strata Corporation. 

Agent to Receive Instructions from Strata Council 

7. The Strata Corporation hereby authorizes its Strata Council to deal with the Agent.  It is 
agreed and understood that the Agent at all times shall be entitled to rely on and to act 
upon the instructions or directions received from the Strata Council, and where 
appropriate or circumstances require, the President or other members of the Strata 
Council.  Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Agent may from time to 
time request instructions or directions in writing signed on behalf of the Strata 
Corporation by at least two members of the Strata Council, or a formal resolution of the 
Strata Council after a properly convened meeting of the Strata Council.  The foregoing 
shall constitute the full and sufficient authority for the Agent to act in accordance with 
such instruction or directions.  The Strata Council agrees to provide timely response to 
requests from the Agent for directions, instructions and information. 

Financial Statements 

8. That the Strata Council agrees to review each statement of receipts and disbursements 
referred to in Clause 3.9, and within thirty (30) days from the date of provision of such 
statements to the Strata Council, to notify the Agent, in writing, of any alleged mistake or 
error on the part of the Agent in paying any bill, account or expense on behalf of the 
Strata Corporation.  If the Agent receives no such notification within thirty (30) days of 
provision of such statements to the Strata Council, the statement shall be deemed to be 
conclusive and binding and the Agent shall be free from any and all claims in respect of 
such statement. 

Assignment by Agent 

9. The Agent may assign all of its interest in this Agreement and its rights hereunder to any 
other strata property brokerage, provided such assignee is a licensed strata property agent 
and covenants with the Strata Corporation to observe and perform the obligations of the 
Agent hereunder. 
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No Waiver 

10. If a party to this Agreement breaches or defaults in its performance under this Agreement 
and the other party, expressly or implied, waives such default that waiver shall not be 
deemed or construed to be a waiver to any future breach or default in the performance of 
such defaulting party’s obligations under this Agreement. 

Severance 

11. That in the event that any provision of this Agreement, or any part thereof, shall be found 
to be invalid the remainder of this Agreement shall be binding on the parties hereto and 
shall be construed that the invalid provision or part thereof had been deleted from this 
Agreement. 

Successors and Assigns 

12. This Agreement shall enure to the benefit of and shall be binding upon the parties hereto 
and their respective successors and assigns. 

Amendments in Writing 

13. Any amendment to this Agreement shall be effective only if it is in writing and is duly 
signed by the parties. 

Duration and Termination 

14. This Agreement shall commence and become effective on the date set forth in item 1 of 
Schedule A, and shall continue for an indefinite term until terminated in accordance with 
this Clause.  This Agreement shall terminate upon the occurrence of any of the following 
events: 

(a) Two months after receipt by the Agent of a notice of a resolution passed by a ¾ 
vote approved by the Owners, terminating this Agreement; 

(b) Two months after receipt by the Strata Corporation of a notice from the Agent, 
terminating this Agreement; 

(c) Immediately, through the bankruptcy of the Agent; or 

(d) Immediately, through the insolvency or fraud of the Agent. 

After Termination 

15. Upon the termination of this Agreement, all obligations of the Agent shall cease except as 
otherwise expressly provided in RESA, and the Strata Corporation shall pay to the Agent 
any monies due to it under this Agreement and the Agent shall pay to the Strata 
Corporation all monies held by it in trust for the Strata Corporation.  Further, the Agent 
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shall transfer all records maintained for the Strata Corporation to the Strata Corporation 
or its agent as may be directed by the Strata Council, upon payment of any outstanding 
fees to the Agent or as required by RESA.  The Agent shall be entitled to retain the 
original financial records for such period as is required for the Agent to comply with 
RESA, but the Agent shall provide the Strata Corporation with copies of the financial 
records, at the Strata Corporation’s expense as provided in Schedule B. 

Holdback 

16. Upon termination of this Agreement, the Strata Corporation shall continue to be 
responsible for the payment of any and all bills, accounts, and expenses incurred by the 
Agent within the authority of this Agreement to be paid by the Agent after such 
termination.  The Agent shall be entitled to retain, for thirty (30) days after the date of 
such termination, a holdback of the monies (the “Holdback”) to pay such bills, accounts 
and expenses or any of them.  If a Holdback is not retained by the Agent or is 
insufficient, the Strata Corporation agrees to reimburse the Agent promptly upon demand 
for any and all such bills, accounts and expenses paid by the Agent after the termination 
of this Agreement. 

No Partnership 

17. The relationship of the Agent to the Strata Corporation shall be that of agent and 
principal and this Agreement shall not under any circumstances make the Agent or any of 
its employees, officers or authorized representatives, to be the legal representative, 
partner or employee of the Strata Corporation.  

Personal Information 

18. The Strata Corporation hereby consents to the collection, use and disclosure by the Agent 
of information about the Strata Corporation and personal information about the Owners, 
for all purposes consistent with the matters contemplated herein. 

Disclosure of Conflicts 

19. If at any time, the Agent determines it is in a conflict of interest with the Strata 
Corporation, the Agent shall give written notice of such conflict to Strata Council as soon 
as reasonably possible.  The Strata Corporation hereby acknowledges and consents to the 
Agent acting for other strata corporations, and sections and owners within such strata 
corporations. 

Disclosure of Payments 

20. If at any time, the Agent anticipates receiving or receives, directly or indirectly, any form 
of payment or other compensation from an Owner or someone other than the Strata 
Corporation as a result of recommending an insurance broker, or any other person 
providing other products or services, the Agent shall disclose the details thereof to the 
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Strata Corporation in writing, including the source of such payments, the amount or 
likely amount of the payment and all other relevant facts relating to such provision of real 
estate services. 

Charges for Documents 

21. The Agent, without further specific disclosure to the Strata Corporation, shall be entitled 
to charge and retain fees (which fees may include a disbursement component) for the 
following  

(a) the provision of Form B (and all attachments) and Form F and other statutory 
form as required by the Strata Property Act;  

(b) the provision of copies of minutes, Bylaws, Rules, strata plans, engineering 
reports, financial statements and similar documents of the Strata Corporation 
when requested by Owners (other than the original distribution of same) or any 
other person authorized to receive such documents; 

and any and all priority fees charged for the priority provision of such documents in 
accordance with the fees specified in the attached Schedules. The Strata Corporation 
hereby authorizes the Agent to use a third party to facilitate the provision of the Form B 
and Form F such as eStrataHub or a similar service provider of this nature.  

Sections, the Strata Corporation and Owners 

22. The Strata Corporation hereby consents to the Agent acting as agent for the Strata 
Corporation and any or all of the Sections of the Strata Corporation.  The Strata 
Corporation hereby consents to the Agent providing property rental services or trading 
services to individual Owners.  The Agent shall enter into separate agency agreements 
with each Section for which it is to provide strata management services or financial 
management services, and separate service agreements with each individual Owner, and 
will advise the Strata Corporation in writing when it commences acting for such Sections 
or any individual Owner. 

Primary Client and Secondary Client 

23. The Agent hereby declares that the Agent’s “primary client” is as specified in item 6 of 
Schedule B (the “Primary Client”) and the “secondary client” is as specified in item 6 of 
Schedule B (the “Secondary Client” or “Secondary Clients”).  In the event of a conflict, 
the Agent will provide the full services it has contracted to provide to the Primary Client 
and the Agent shall provide limited representation to the Secondary Client or Secondary 
Clients.  
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Conflict with Sections 

24. The Strata Corporation acknowledges that potential conflicts may arise between a Section 
and the Strata Corporation or between Sections.  In that case, the Agent will notify the 
Strata Corporation and all affected Sections of the conflict.  The Agent may (a) continue 
to act for the Agent’s Primary Client and cease to act for the Secondary Client with 
respect to the matter giving rise to the conflict; (b) withdraw from the matter giving rise 
to the conflict in a manner consistent with the applicable Rules, RESA or other 
professional rules; or (c) to obtain the informed consent of the Strata Corporation and any 
Section involved, to proceed in assisting the parties.  If the Agent ceases to act for the 
Secondary Client with respect to the matter giving rise to the conflict pursuant to section 
24(a) above, the Agent shall notify the Secondary Client of such action in writing.  If the 
Agent withdraws pursuant to subsection 24(b), the modification in the services to be 
provided by the Agent will be documented in writing.  If the Agent obtains the informed 
consent of the Strata Corporation and any Section involved pursuant to subsection 24(c), 
the agreement of parties for the Agent to proceed in such circumstances shall be 
documented in writing.  If the Agent withdraws from the matter, the Agent will help the 
Strata Corporation and the applicable Section(s) retain other advisors and will make a 
smooth transfer of appropriate file materials and information. 

Conflict with Owners 

25. If the Agent is providing property rental services or trading services to individual 
Owners, there may be conflicts as between such Owners, the Strata Corporation and the 
Sections.  If the Strata Corporation or a Section is declared to be the Agent’s Primary 
Client, the Agent will provide full representation to the Primary Client and the Agent 
shall provide limited representation to the Owners.    

Limited Services to Secondary Client  

26. In the event of a conflict where the Agent continues to act for the Agent’s Primary Client 
and ceases to act for the Secondary Client with respect to the matter giving rise to the 
conflict, the Agent will not be able to: 

(a) act in the Secondary Client’s best interests, if those interests conflict with the 
interests of a Primary Client;  

(b) act in accordance with the Secondary Client’s instructions, if acting in accordance 
with those instructions would lead the Agent to breach any of the Agent’s 
obligations to a Primary Client; 

(c) maintain the confidentiality of information about the Secondary Client; or 

(d) disclose to the Secondary Client’s any confidential information about the Primary 
Client. 
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Sections and Expenses  

27. The Agent will work with the Strata Corporation and the Sections to appropriately 
allocate costs and expenses as between the Strata Corporation and the Sections in 
accordance with the Act, the Bylaws and any policies of the Strata Corporation and the 
Sections.  Where possible the Agent shall obtain the agreement of the Strata Corporation 
and the Sections as to a policy for allocating routine expenditures and shall allocate such 
expenditures in a manner consistent with such policy.  Where practical the Agent shall 
obtain the agreement of the Strata Corporation and the Sections as to the allocation of 
unusual expenditures before the expenditure is authorized or made.  Where the Strata 
Corporation and the Sections cannot agree as the allocation of an expenditure, the 
expenditure shall be allocated in accordance with the previously adopted practices or 
policies or if no such practice or policy is applicable, the expenditure shall be allocated to 
the Strata Corporation, pending the resolution by the Strata Corporation and the Sections 
as to how the expense shall be allocated. 

Sections Accounts  

28. The Agent will establish separate accounts for any Section that it is acting for, in addition 
to any account it maintains for the Strata Corporation as required by RESA and the Act.  

Joint Meetings  

29. Where the Agent is acting for the Strata Corporation and one or more Sections, the Agent 
may, with the written consent of the Strata Council and the Section Executive, hold joint 
meetings of Strata Corporation and one or more Sections (or between the Sections).  Such 
consent may be provided generally or for specific meetings.  The Agent shall take 
reasonable steps when preparing agendas for such joint meetings to indicate where 
agenda items require the approval of the Strata Council or a particular Section Executive 
and resolutions with respect to such matters will be voted on only by the Strata Council 
or the relevant Section Executive.  Joint minutes may be taken and maintained as part of 
the minutes of the Strata Corporation and the respective Sections in attendance.  Upon the 
request of a Strata Council Member or an Executive Member at or prior to the meeting, 
certain matters pertaining to just the Strata Corporation or a particular Section, may be 
discussed at an in-camera portion of the meeting, with the minutes of such in-camera 
portions of the meeting being made available to appropriate entity only.  

Annual Review Fee 

30. Annually, the parties shall review the fees and other charges payable under this 
Agreement.  Any such change in fees or charges, shall be agreed to between the parties 
and shall be evidenced in writing which may include a formal fee amendment agreement 
or a letter from the Agent to the Strata Corporation setting out such agreed changes in the 
fees and charges signed by the Agent and two members of the Strata Council. 
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EXECUTED ON BEHALF OF THE 
OWNERS, STRATA PLAN EPSXXX 
by its authorized signatories: 
 

) 
) 
) 
) 

 

 
______________________________________ 
Authorized Signatory 
 
 
Authorized Signatory 
 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

 

 
EXECUTED ON BEHALF OF 
CONNAUGHT MANAGEMENT LTD. d.b.a. 
CML PROPERTIES 
by its authorized signatories: 
 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

 

 
Authorized Signatory 
 

) 
) 
) 
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SCHEDULE A 

1. Clause 2 Commencement Date: TO BE DETERMINED 

2. Clause 3.12 Fee for providing payroll services: $n/a 

3. Clause 3.14 and 3.15 The Agent shall maintain the following trust accounts on behalf of the  
  Strata Corporation (check if applicable): 

 Operating fund trust account 

 Contingency reserve trust account 

 Special levy trust account 

  Other:   

4. Clause 3.19 Maximum Number of Meetings: Up to Four (4) plus One (1)  
 Annual / Special General Meeting 
 

5. Clause 3.19 Maximum Hours per Meeting: Two (2) 

6. Clause 3.22 Hourly fee for supervision of inspection of records: $80.00 
 (plus applicable taxes)  

7. Clause 5.2(a) Monthly Agents’ Fee: $_750.00_ per month (plus applicable 
taxes) payable on the 1st day of each month 

8. Clause 5.2(b) An additional fee for each Meeting over the maximum number:  
$250.00 (plus applicable taxes) for a council meeting and 
$500.00 (plus applicable taxes) for a Special General Meeting. 

9. Clause 5.2(c) Hourly rate for attendance at each Meeting over specified 
number of hours: $80.00 (plus applicable taxes) 

10. Clause 5.2(e)  An additional fee of $10.00 (plus applicable taxes) per strata lot for each  
month of depositing and processing of special levies:  

  (with a minimum fee of $300.00 (plus applicable taxes) 
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SCHEDULE B 

Special Terms and Amendments 

1. Clause 3.16  Annual fee for the statutory review of books: $250.00  (plus   
   applicable taxes) 

2. Clause 3.30  Fee for administration of liened receivables: $100.00 (plus   
   applicable  taxes) 

3. Clause 5.2(d)   Additional fees:  

 Litigation Support and Civil Resolution Tribunal Assistance & Support  
 (Section 3.42):$80.00 per hour (plus applicable taxes) 

 Special Projects: To be negotiated 

 Major Renovations: To be negotiated 

 Supervising Independent Audits: To be negotiated 

4. Clause 5.2(f)   Additional fees: 

 Maintenance Rate: $48.00 per hour (plus applicable taxes) 
 (subject to change upon written notice)   

5. Clause 5.5    Mailing Costs: At cost  

Long Distance Telephone Charges: At cost 

Courier Costs: At cost 

Other Service Charges: $25.00 (plus applicable taxes) per title search 

Storage Charges:   

6. Clause 15  Cost of photocopying:  $0.25 per page (plus applicable taxes) 
 (subject to change upon written notice) 

7. Clause 23  Primary Client: EPSXXX – The Burrows 

Secondary Client:  

Secondary Client:  

8. Special Terms  ________________________________________________________ 
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SCHEDULE C  

CONFLICT OF INTEREST WHEN PROVIDING CONCURRENT REPRESENTATION 
TO STRATA CORPORATION AND OWNERS 

Primary (Strata Corporation) and Non-Primary Client (Owner) 

Strata property agents often provide strata management services to strata corporations and property 
rental services or trading services to owners of strata lots in the strata corporation.  As such there 
may be conflicts as between such owners and the Strata Corporation.   

The Agent hereby declares that the Strata Corporation is the Agent’s  “primary client” and the 
Agent will provide full representation to the Strata Corporation  and the Agent shall provide limited 
representation to the owners it is providing rental management or trading services to.    

 



  EXHIBIT 3.11 

Strata Property Act 

FORM J 
RENTAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

(Section 139) 

Re: Strata Plan                          , being a strata plan of: 

PID:  029-789-052 
 
 
PID: 029-789-061 

Lot A District Lot 268 Kamloops Division Yale District 
Plan EPP55975 
 
Lot B District Lot 268 Kamloops Division Yale District 
Plan EPP55975 

This Rental Disclosure Statement is: 

 the first Rental Disclosure Statement filed in relation to the above-noted 
strata plan 

 a changed Rental Disclosure Statement filed under section 139(4) of the 
Strata Property Act, and the original Rental Disclosure Statement filed in 
relation to the above-noted strata plan was filed 
on                                                          , and, 

1. The development described above includes 92 residential strata lots. 

2. The residential strata lots described below are rented out by the owner developer 
as of the date of this statement and the owner developer intends to rent out each 
strata lot until the date set out opposite its description. 

Description of Strata Lot 
(strata lot number as shown on the strata plan) 

Date Rental Period Expires 
(specify a date – “indefinitely” or timing related to an 

event is not acceptable) 

N/A N/A 

*Section 143(2) of the Strata Property Act provides that, if this Rental Disclosure Statement is filed after 
December 31, 2009, a bylaw that prohibits or limits rentals will not apply to the strata lot described in 
this table until the date set out in the table opposite the description of the strata lot, whether or not 
the strata lot is conveyed before that date. 

3. In addition to the number of residential strata lots rented out by the owner 
developer as of the date of this statement, the owner developer reserves the right 
to rent out a further 92 residential strata lots, as described below, until the date 
set out opposite each strata lot’s description. 

Description of Strata Lot 
(strata lot number as shown on the strata plan) 

Date Rental Period Expires 
(specify a date – “indefinitely” or timing related to an 

event is not acceptable) 

Strata Lots 1 – 92 inclusive December 31, 2036 

*Section 143(2) of the Strata Property Act provides that, if this Rental Disclosure Statement is filed after 
December 31, 2009, a bylaw that prohibits or limits rentals will not apply to the strata lot described in 



* 2 * 
 
 

this table until the date set out in the table opposite the description of the strata lot, whether or not the 
strata lot is conveyed before that date. 

4. There is no bylaw of the strata corporation that restricts the rental of strata lots. 

Date:      , 2016. 

 
ADALARD HOLDINGS LTD. 
Per: 

       
Signature of Owner/Developer 
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CONTRACT OF PURCHASE AND SALE 
INFORMATION ABOUT THIS CONTRACT 

THIS INFORMATION IS INCLUDED FOR THE ASSISTANCE OF THE PARTIES ONLY. IT DOES NOT FORM PART OF THE CONTRACT AND 
SHOULD NOT AFFECT THE PROPER INTERPRETATION OF ANY OF ITS TERMS.
1. CONTRACT: This document, when signed by both parties, is a legally binding contract. READ IT CAREFULLY. The parties should ensure that

everything that is agreed to is in writing.
2. DEPOSIT(S): Section 28 of the Real Estate Services Act requires that money held by a brokerage in respect of a real estate transaction for which there

is an agreement between the parties for the acquisition and disposition of the real estate be held by the brokerage as a stakeholder. The money is held
for the real estate transaction and not on behalf of one of the parties. If a party does not remove a subject clause, the brokerage requires the written
agreement of both parties in order to release the deposit. If both parties do not sign the agreement to release the deposit, then the parties will have to
apply to court for a determination of the deposit issue.

3. COMPLETION: !"#$%&'()*+),(-#..)%/#)012%&#.)12#)02#012#3)%')1$%41--5)6##%)1%)%/#)71(3)8&%-#)9:;$#)1(3)#<$/1(=#)%&%-#)3'$46#(%.):'2)%/#)>42$/1.#)
>2&$#?)&%)&.?)&()#@#25)$1.#?)13@&.1A-#):'2)%/#)$'60-#%&'()':)%/#).1-#)%')%1B#)0-1$#)&()%/#):'--'C&(=).#D4#($#E
!1+) 8/#)F45#2)015.)%/#)>42$/1.#)>2&$#)'2)3'C()0156#(%)&()%24.%)%')%/#)F45#2G.)71C5#2)'2)H'%125)!C/')./'4-3)13@&.#)%/#)F45#2)':)%/#)#<1$%)16'4(%)

required) several days before the Completion Date and the Buyer signs the documents.
!A+) 8/#)F45#2G.) 71C5#2) '2)H'%125)02#012#.) %/#)3'$46#(%.)1(3) :'2C123.) %/#6) :'2) .&=(1%42#) %') %/#)"#--#2G.) 71C5#2) '2)H'%125)C/') 2#%42(.) %/#)

3'$46#(%.)%')%/#)F45#2G.)71C5#2)'2)H'%125I
!$+) 8/#)F45#2G.)71C5#2)'2)H'%125)%/#()1%%#(3.)%')%/#)3#0'.&%)':)%/#).&=(#3)%&%-#)3'$46#(%.)!1(3)1(5)6'2%=1=#.+)&()%/#)1002'02&1%#)71(3)8&%-#)9:;$#I
!3+) 8/#)F45#2G.)71C5#2)'2)H'%125)2#-#1.#.)%/#).1-#)02'$##3.)1%)%/#)F45#2G.)71C5#2G.)'2)H'%125G.)':;$#I

) "&($#)%/#)"#--#2) &.)#(%&%-#3)%')%/#)"#--#2G.)02'$##3.)'()%/#)J'60-#%&'()K1%#?)1(3).&($#)%/#).#D4#($#)3#.$2&A#3)1A'@#)%1B#.)1)315)'2)6'2#?) &%) &.)
strongly recommended that the Buyer deposits the money and the signed documents AT LEAST TWO DAYS before the Completion Date, or at the 
request of the Conveyancer, and that the Seller delivers the signed transfer documents no later than the morning of the day before the Completion 
Date.

) L/&-#)&%)&.)0'..&A-#)%')/1@#)1)"1%42315)J'60-#%&'()K1%#)4.&(=)%/#)71(3)8&%-#)9:;$#G.)M-#$%2'(&$)N&-&(=)"5.%#6?)012%&#.)12#).%2'(=-5)#($'421=#3)NOT 
to schedule a Saturday Completion Date as it will restrict their access to fewer lawyers or notaries who operate on Saturdays; lenders will generally 
('%):4(3)(#C)6'2%=1=#.)'()"1%42315.O)-#(3#2.)C&%/)#<&.%&(=)6'2%=1=#.)615)('%)1$$#0%)015'4%.)'()"1%42315.O)1(3)'%/#2)':;$#.)(#$#..125)1.)012%)
of the closing process may not be open.

4. POSSESSION: (Section 5) the Buyer should make arrangements through the real estate licensees for obtaining possession. The Seller will not
generally let the Buyer move in before the Seller has actually received the sale proceeds. Where residential tenants are involved, Buyers and Sellers
should consult the Residential Tenancy Act.

5. TITLE: !"#$%&'()P+) Q%) &.)40)%')%/#)F45#2) %').1%&.:5) %/#)F45#2)'()61%%#2.)':)R'(&(=)'2)A4&-3&(=)'2)4.#)2#.%2&$%&'(.?) %'<&$)'2)#(@&2'(6#(%1-)/1R123.?)
#($2'1$/6#(%.)'()'2)A5)%/#)>2'0#2%5)1(3)1(5)#($46A21($#.)C/&$/)12#).%15&(=)'()%&%-#)A#:'2#)A#$'6&(=)-#=1--5)A'4(3I)Q%)&.)40)%')%/#)"#--#2)%').0#$&:5)
in the Contract if there are any encumbrances, other than those listed in Section 9, which are staying on title before becoming legally bound. If you
as the Buyer are taking out a mortgage, make sure that title, zoning and building restrictions are all acceptable to your mortgage company. In certain
circumstances, the mortgage company could refuse to advance funds. If you as the seller are allowing the Buyer to assume your mortgage, you may
still be responsible for payment of the mortgage, unless arrangements are made with your mortgage company.

6. CUSTOMARY COSTS: (Section 15) In particular circumstances there may be additional costs, but the following costs are applicable in most
$&2$46.%1($#.E

Costs to be Borne by the Seller Costs to be Borne by the Buyer
) 71C5#2)'2)H'%125)N##.)1(3)M<0#(.#.E) 71C5#2)'2)H'%125)N##.)1(3)M<0#(.#.E) S)10021&.1-)!&:)100-&$1A-#+
) S)1%%#(3&(=)%')#<#$4%&'()3'$46#(%.I) S).#12$/&(=)%&%-#?) S)71(3)8&%-#)T#=&.%21%&'():##.I
) J'.%.)':)$-#12&(=)%&%-#?)&($-43&(=E)S)&(@#.%&=1%&(=)%&%-#?) S)321:%&(=)3'$46#(%.I) N&2#)Q(.421($#)>2#6&46I
) S)3&.$/12=#):##.)$/12=#3)A5) 71(3)8&%-#)T#=&.%21%&'():##.I) "1-#.)81<)!&:)100-&$1A-#+I
) ))#($46A21($#)/'-3#2.?) "42@#5)J#2%&;$1%#)!&:)2#D4&2#3+I) >2'0#2%5)821(.:#2)81<I
) S)02#0156#(%)0#(1-%&#.I) J'.%.)':)U'2%=1=#?)&($-43&(=E) V''3.)1(3)"#2@&$#.)81<)!&:)100-&$1A-#+I
) T#1-)M.%1%#)J'66&..&'()!0-4.)V"8+I) S)6'2%=1=#)$'601(5G.)71C5#2WH'%125I)
) V''3.)1(3)"#2@&$#.)81<)!&:)100-&$1A-#+I) )

7. RISK: (Section 16) The Buyer should arrange for insurance to be effective on the earlier of the Completion Date or the date the Seller receives the
proceeds of sale, or the date the Seller vacates the property.

8. FORM OF CONTRACT: 8/&.)J'(%21$%)':)>42$/1.#)1(3)"1-#)&.)3#.&=(#3)02&612&-5):'2)%/#)042$/1.#)1(3).1-#)':):2##/'-3)2#.&3#($#.I)Q:)5'42)%21(.1$%&'()
&(@'-@#.E))1)/'4.#)'2)'%/#2)A4&-3&(=)4(3#2)$'(.%24$%&'(?))1)-#1.#?)1)A4.&(#..?))1()1..&=(6#(%?))'%/#2).0#$&1-)$&2$46.%1($#.)!&($-43&(=)%/#)1$D4&.&%&'()
of land situated on a First Nations reserve)

) X33&%&'(1-)02'@&.&'(.?)('%)$'(%1&(#3) &() %/&.) :'26?)615)A#)(##3#3?)1(3)02':#..&'(1-)13@&$#)./'4-3)A#)'A%1&(#3I)X)>2'0#2%5)K&.$-'.42#)"%1%#6#(%)
completed by the Seller may be available.

9. REALTOR® Code, Article 11: A REALTOR® shall not buy or sell, or attempt to buy or sell an interest in property either directly or indirectly for himself
or herself, any member of his or her Immediate Family, or any entity in which the REALTOR® /1.)1);(1($&1-)&(%#2#.%?)C&%/'4%)61B&(=)%/#)TMX789T®G.)
position known to the buyer or seller in writing. Real Estate Council Rules 5-9:  If a licensee acquires, directly or indirectly, or disposes of real estate,
or if the licensee assists an associate in acquiring, directly or indirectly, or disposing of real estate, the licensee must make a disclosure in writing to
the opposite party before entering into any agreement for the acquisition or disposition of the real estate.
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-"%-&"%*)!2( _________________________________)34,5)1#( _______________________________________

PROPERTY:

617+)1#8) &**"%,,)#9)-"#-%"+2

.7+2:+#;1:3617.7-&47+2) ))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))-#,+&4).#*%)

-7*))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))#+0%")-7*<,=

4%'&4)*%,."7-+7#1

+>?)!@A?B)CDB??E)FG)H@BI>CE?)F>?)-BGH?BFA)JBGK)F>?),?LL?B)GM)F>?)JGLLGNOMD)F?BKE)CMP)E@QR?IF)FG)F>?)JGLLGNOMD)IGMPOFOGME(

1. PURCHASE PRICE: +>?)H@BI>CE?)HBOI?)GJ)F>?)-BGH?BFA)NOLL)Q?) _________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________________________________

) )/////////////////////////////////////////////////)*#44&",)S///////////////////)<-@BI>CE?)-BOI?=

2. DEPOSIT: &)P?HGEOF)GJ)S//////////////)N>OI>)NOLL)JGBK)HCBF)GJ)F>?)-@BI>CE?)-BOI?T)NOLL)Q?)HCOP)within 24 hours of  
acceptance @ML?EE)CDB??P)CE)JGLLGNE()//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

  ____________________________________________________________________________________________
  ____________________________________________________________________________________________
) &LL)KGMO?E)HCOP)H@BE@CMF)FG)F>OE)E?IFOGM)<*?HGEOF=)NOLL)Q?)HCOP)OM)CIIGBPCMI?)NOF>)E?IFOGM)UV)GB)QA)@MI?BFOW?P)I>?X@?)

?YI?HF) CE) GF>?BNOE?) E?F) G@F) OM) F>OE) E?IFOGM) Z) CMP) NOLL) Q?) P?LO[?B?P) OM) FB@EF) FG) ////////////////////////////
_________________________________________ and held in trust in accordance with the provisions of the Real  
Estate Services Act. In the event the Buyer fails to pay the Deposit as required by this Contract, the Seller may, at the 
,?LL?B\E)GHFOGMT)F?BKOMCF?)F>OE).GMFBCIF8)+>?)HCBFA)N>G)B?I?O[?E)F>?)*?HGEOF)OE)C@F>GBO]?P)FG)HCA)CLL)GB)CMA)HGBFOGM)GJ)F>?) 
*?HGEOF)FG)F>?)!@A?B\E)GB),?LL?B\E)IGM[?ACMI?B)<F>?)^.GM[?ACMI?B_=)NOF>G@F)J@BF>?B)NBOFF?M)POB?IFOGM)GJ)F>?)!@A?B)GB),?LL?BT)
HBG[OP?P)F>CF()<C=)F>?).GM[?ACMI?B)OE)C)4CNA?B)GB)1GFCBA`)<Q=)E@I>)KGM?A)OE)FG)Q?)>?LP)OM)FB@EF)QA)F>?).GM[?ACMI?B)CE)
stakeholder pursuant to the provisions of the Real Estate Services Act pending the completion of the transaction and not 
on behalf of any of the principals to the transaction; and (c) if the sale does not complete, the money should be returned 
to such party as stakeholder or paid into Court.

,%44%"() ______________________________________  
,%44%"() ______________________________________
&**"%,,() ____________________________________
______________________________________________
________________________ )-.() _________________
-0#1%() ______________________________________
"%,7*%1+)#9).&1&*&) ))))1#1a"%,7*%1+)#9).&1&*&) ) 
as defined under the Income Tax Act.

!62%"() ______________________________________  
!62%"() ______________________________________
&**"%,,() ____________________________________
______________________________________________
________________________ )-.() _________________
-0#1%() ______________________________________
#..6-&+7#1() _____________________________________
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PO Box 1166
                     Kamloops BC

  __________  - 8800 Dallas Drive

V2C 6H3

1

Kamloops  BC

Proposed Strata Lot _____________, of Lot A, DL 268, KDYD, Plan EPP5597

Adalard Holdings Ltd.



_____________________________________________________________________!"#$%%%%&'%%%%%%%%%!"#$(
!)*!$)+,%"--)$((

BC2057 REV. DA MAY 2016 COPYRIGHT - BC REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATION AND CANADIAN BAR ASSOCIATION (BC BRANCH)

3. TERMS AND CONDITIONS: +./%0123.45/%467%548/%&'%9./%!2&0/29:%;63817/5%9./%'&88&<;6=%9/2>5%467%;5%51?@/39%9&%9./% 
'&88&<;6=%3&67;9;&65A

 

 

 

% $43.%3&67;9;&6B% ;'%5&% ;67;349/7% ;5% '&2% 9./%5&8/%?/6/C9%&'% 9./%0429:% ;67;349/7D%E68/55%/43.%3&67;9;&6% ;5%<4;F/7%&2%7/3842/7% 
'18C88/7%?:%<2;99/6%6&9;3/%=;F/6%?:%9./%?/6/C9;6=%0429:%9&%9./%&9./2%0429:%&6%&2%?/'&2/%9./%749/%50/3;C/7%'&2%/43.%3&67;9;&6B%9.;5%
Contract will be terminated thereupon and the Deposit returnable in accordance with the Real Estate Services Act.
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The Burrows Addendum to form part of contract ( 5 pages).
Realtor Disclosure of Interest in trade has been recieved by Buyer.

Financing
Subject to a new first mortgage being made available to the Buyer by _______________________________.
This  condition is for the sole benefit of the Buyer.

Property Disclosure Statement
Subject to the Buyer receiving and approving the Sellers Property Disclosure Statement dated
________________________ on or before ____________________________.
This condition is for the sole benefit of the Buyer.

Title
Subject to the Buyer receiving and approving a copy of the state of Title and its contents on or
before _____________________.  This condition is for the sole benefit of the Buyer.
The Buyer acknowledges that he/she will take title on completion containing nonfinancial charges set out in the
title.



4. COMPLETION: The sale will be completed on ___________________________________________, yr. __________ 
!"#$%&'()#*+,-('.+-(+(/'+-%%0#%0)-('+1-*2+3)(&'+4567'8

5. POSSESSION: 3/'+9:;'0+<)&&+/-='+=-7-*(+%#>>'>>)#*+#5+(/'+?0#%'0(;+-(+@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@$8+#* 
+@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@A+;08@@@@@@@@@@+!?#>>'>>)#*+,-('.+4BA+>:CD'7(+(#+(/'+5#&&#<)*E+'F)>()*E+('*-*7)'>A+)5+-*;G

  ____________________________________________________________________________________________

6. ADJUSTMENTS: 3/'+9:;'0+<)&&+->>:$'+-*2+%-;+-&&+(-F'>A+0-('>A+&#7-&+ )$%0#='$'*(+->>'>>$'*(>A+5:'&+:()&)()'>+-*2+
other charges from, and including, the date set for adjustments, and all adjustments both incoming and outgoing of 
whatsoever nature will be made as of __________________________, yr. ____________ (Adjustment Date).

7. INCLUDED ITEMS: 3/'+?:07/->'+?0)7'+ )*7&:2'>+-*;+C:)&2)*E>A+ )$%0#='$'*(>A+6F(:0'>A+-%%:0('*-*7'>+-*2+-((-7/H
$'*(>+(/'0'(#A+-*2+-&&+C&)*2>A+-<*)*E>A+>70''*+2##0>+-*2+<)*2#<>A+7:0(-)*+0#2>A+(0-7I>+-*2+=-&-*7'>A+6F'2+$)00#0>A+6F'2+ 
7-0%'()*EA+'&'7(0)7A+%&:$C)*EA+/'-()*E+-*2+-)0+7#*2)()#*)*E+6F(:0'>+-*2+-&&+-%%:0('*-*7'>+-*2+-((-7/$'*(>+(/'0'(#+->+
=)'<'2+C;+(/'+9:;'0+-(+(/'+2-('+#5+)*>%'7()#*A+JK"1L,JKMG

  BUT EXCLUDING:  ____________________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________________________________

8. VIEWED: 3/'+?0#%'0(;+-*2+-&&+ )*7&:2'2+)('$>+<)&&+C'+)*+>:C>(-*()-&&;+(/'+>-$'+7#*2)()#*+-(+(/'+?#>>'>>)#*+,-('+->+
when viewed by the Buyer on _________________________________________________ yr. __________________

9. TITLE: N0''+ -*2+ 7&'-0+ #5+ -&&+ '*7:$C0-*7'>+ 'F7'%(+ >:C>)>()*E+ 7#*2)()#*>A+ %0#=)>#>A+ 0'>(0)7()#*>+ 'F7'%()#*>+ -*2+ 
reservations, including royalties, contained in the original grant or contained in any other grant or disposition from 
(/'+"0#<*A+ 0'E)>('0'2+#0+%'*2)*E+ 0'>(0)7()='+7#='*-*(>+-*2+ 0)E/(>H#5H<-;+ )*+ 5-=#:0+#5+:()&)()'>+-*2+%:C&)7+-:(/#0)()'>A+ 
'F)>()*E+('*-*7)'>+>'(+#:(+)*+O'7()#*+PA+)5+-*;A+-*2+'F7'%(+->+#(/'0<)>'+>'(+#:(+/'0')*8

10. TENDER:+3'*2'0+#0+%-;$'*(+#5+$#*)'>+C;+ (/'+9:;'0+ (#+ (/'+O'&&'0+<)&&+ C'+C;+7'0()6'2+7/'Q:'A+C-*I+20-5(A+ 7->/+#0+ 
1-<;'0R>SK#(-0;R>+#0+0'-&+'>(-('+C0#I'0-E'R>+(0:>(+7/'Q:'8

11. DOCUMENTS: All documents required to give effect to this Contract will be delivered in registrable form where  
*'7'>>-0;+-*2+<)&&+C'+&#2E'2+5#0+0'E)>(0-()#*+)*+(/'+-%%0#%0)-('+1-*2+3)(&'+4567'+C;+T+%$+#*+(/'+"#$%&'()#*+,-('8

12. TIME: Time will be of the essence hereof, and unless the balance of the cash payment is paid and such formal agreements to 
%-;+(/'+C-&-*7'+->+$-;+C'+*'7'>>-0;+)>+'*('0'2+)*(#+#*+#0+C'5#0'+(/'+"#$%&'()#*+,-('A+(/'+O'&&'0+$-;A+-(+(/'+O'&&'0R>+#%()#*A+
('0$)*-('+(/)>+"#*(0-7(A+-*2A+)*+>:7/+'='*(A+(/'+-$#:*(+%-)2+C;+(/'+9:;'0+<)&&+C'+*#*H0'5:*2-C&'+-*2+-C>#&:('&;+5#05')('2+(#+
the Seller in accordance with the Real Estate Services Act,+#*+-77#:*(+#5+2-$-E'>A+<)(/#:(+%0'D:2)7'+(#+(/'+O'&&'0R>+#(/'0+
remedies.
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____________________________________________________________________ !"#$%%%%%&'%%%%%%%%%!"#$(
!)*!$)+,%"--)$((

13. BUYER FINANCING:%.'%/01%23415%67%518469:%3;&9%<%91=%>&5/:<:1%/&%?9<9@1%/01%!35@0<71%!56@1A%/01%23415A%=0681%7/688%
51B3651C%/&%;<4%/01%!35@0<71%!56@1%&9%/01%D&>;81/6&9%-</1A%><4%=<6/%/&%;<4%/01%!35@0<71%!56@1%/&%/01%(18815%39/68%<'/15%
/01%/5<97'15%<9C%91=%>&5/:<:1%C&@3>19/7%0<E1%F119%8&C:1C%'&5%51:67/5</6&9%69%/01%<;;5&;56</1%G<9C%+6/81%*'?@1A%F3/%
&984%6'A%F1'&51%73@0%8&C:69:A%/01%23415%0<7H%I<J%><C1%<E<68<F81%'&5%/19C15%/&%/01%(18815%/0</%;&5/6&9%&'%/01%!35@0<71%!56@1%
9&/%71@351C%F4%/01%91=%>&5/:<:1A%<9C%IFJ%'38?881C%<88%/01%91=%>&5/:<:11K7%@&9C6/6&97%'&5%'39C69:%1L@1;/%8&C:69:%/01%
>&5/:<:1%'&5%51:67/5</6&9A%<9C%I@J%><C1%<E<68<F81%/&%/01%(18815A%<%G<=415K7%&5%M&/<54K7%39C15/<N69:%/&%;<4%/01%!35@0<71%
!56@1%3;&9%/01%8&C:69:%&'%/01%/5<97'15%<9C%91=%>&5/:<:1%C&@3>19/7%<9C%/01%<CE<9@1%F4%/01%>&5/:<:11%&'%/01%>&5/:<:1%
;5&@11C7%;3573<9/%/&%/01%D<9<C6<9%2<5%"77&@6</6&9%I2D%25<9@0J%I)1<8%!5&;15/4%(1@/6&9J%7/<9C<5C%39C15/<N69:7%I/01%
OD2"%(/<9C<5C%P9C15/<N69:7QJR

14. CLEARING TITLE:% .'%/01%(18815%0<7%1L67/69:%?9<9@6<8%@0<5:17%/&%F1%@81<51C%'5&>%/6/81A%/01%(18815A%=0681%7/688%51B3651C%
/&%@81<5%73@0%@0<5:17A%><4%=<6/%/&%;<4%<9C%C67@0<5:1%1L67/69:%?9<9@6<8%@0<5:17%39/68%6>>1C6</184%<'/15%51@16;/%&'%/01%
!35@0<71%!56@1A%F3/%69%/067%1E19/A%/01%(18815%<:5117%/0</%;<4>19/%&'%/01%!35@0<71%!56@1%70<88%F1%><C1%F4%/01%23415K7%
G<=415%&5%M&/<54%/&%/01%(18815K7%G<=415%&5%M&/<54A%&9%/01%D2"%(/<9C<5C%P9C15/<N69:7%/&%;<4%&3/%<9C%C67@0<5:1%/01%
?9<9@6<8%@0<5:17A%<9C%51>6/%/01%F<8<9@1A%6'%<94A%/&%/01%(18815R

15. COSTS: The Buyer will bear all costs of the conveyance and, if applicable, any costs related to arranging a mortgage 
and the Seller will bear all costs of clearing title.

16. RISK: "88%F368C69:7%&9%/01%!5&;15/4%<9C%<88%&/015%6/1>7%69@83C1C%69%/01%;35@0<71%<9C%7<81%=688%F1A%<9C%51><69A%</%/01%567N%
&'%/01%(18815%39/68%STHUS%<>%&9%/01%D&>;81/6&9%-</1R%"'/15%/0</%/6>1A%/01%!5&;15/4%<9C%<88%69@83C1C%6/1>7%=688%F1%</%/01%567N%
of the Buyer.

17. PLURAL:%.9%/067%D&9/5<@/A%<94%51'1519@1%/&%<%;<5/4%69@83C17%/0</%;<5/4K7%01657A%1L1@3/&57A%<C>6967/5</&57A%73@@177&57%
and assigns; singular includes plural and masculine includes feminine.

18. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES: There are no representations, warranties, guarantees, promises or 
<:511>19/7%&/015% /0<9% /0&71%71/%&3/% 69% /067%D&9/5<@/%<9C% /01% 51;51719/</6&97%@&9/<691C% 69% /01%!5&;15/4%-67@8&7351%
Statement if incorporated into and forming part of this Contract, all of which will survive the completion of the sale.

19. PERSONAL INFORMATION: The Buyer and the Seller hereby consent to the collection, use and disclosure by the 
Brokerages and by the managing broker(s), associate broker(s) and representative(s) of those Brokerages (collectively 
/01% OG6@19711I7JQJ% C17@56F1C% 69% (1@/6&9% TSA% /01% 51<8% 17/</1% F&<5C7% &'% =06@0% /0&71% 25&N15<:17% <9C% G6@197117% <51%
>1>F157%<9CA%6'%/01%!5&;15/4%67%867/1C%&9%<%V38/6;81%G67/69:%(15E6@1®, the real estate board that operates the Multiple 
Listing Service®A%&'%;157&9<8%69'&5></6&9%<F&3/%/01%23415%<9C%/01%(18815H

"R% '&5%<88%;35;&717%@&9767/19/%=6/0%/01%/5<97<@/6&9%@&9/1>;8</1C%015169H

2R% 6'%/01%!5&;15/4%67%867/1C%&9%<%V38/6;81%G67/69:%(15E6@1®, for the purpose of the compilation, retention and publication 
by the real estate board that operates the Multiple Listing Service® and other real estate boards of any statistics 
including historical Multiple Listing Service® data for use by persons authorized to use the Multiple Listing Service® 
of that real estate board and other real estate boards;

C. for enforcing codes of professional conduct and ethics for members of real estate boards; and

D. for the purposes (and to the recipients) described in the brochure published by the British Columbia Real Estate 
Association entitled Working With a REALTOR®.

20. ASSIGNMENT OF REMUNERATION: +01%23415%<9C%/01%(18815%<:511%/0</%/01%(18815K7%<3/0&56W</6&9%<9C%697/53@/6&9%71/%
&3/%69%71@/6&9%TXI@J%F18&=%67%<%@&9?5></6&9%&'%/01%1B36/<F81%<776:9>19/%F4%/01%(18815%69%/01%G67/69:%D&9/5<@/%<9C%67%9&/6@1%
of the equitable assignment to anyone acting on behalf of the Buyer or Seller.

20A. RESTRICTION ON ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT: +01%23415%<9C%/01%(18815%<:511%/0</%/067%D&9/5<@/H%I<J%>37/%9&/%F1%
<776:91C%=6/0&3/%/01%=56//19%@&9719/%&'%/01%(18815Y%<9C%IFJ%/01%(18815%67%19/6/81C%/&%<94%;5&?/%51738/69:%'5&>%<9%<776:9>19/%
of the Contract by the Buyer or any subsequent assignee. 

INITIALS
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!)*!$)+,%"--)$((

21. AGENCY DISCLOSURE: The Seller and the Buyer acknowledge having received, read and understood the brochure 
published by the British Columbia Real Estate Association entitled Working With a REALTOR® and acknowledge and 
.&/012%34%'&55&647

 A. the Seller has an agency relationship with
 ____________________________________ who is licensed in relation to __________________________________
% -$(8#9"+$-%"#$9+:;8<$9($$% % % =)*>$)"#$

 B. the Buyer has an agency relationship with

 ____________________________________ who is licensed in relation to ___________________________________
% -$(8#9"+$-%"#$9+:;8<$9($$% % % =)*>$)"#$

 C. the Buyer and the Seller have consented to a limited dual agency relationship with

 _________________________________________ 
% -$(8#9"+$-%"#$9+:;8<$9($$% %

% 6?&%@4:31A%5@.A/4AB%@/%1A53C@&/%C&%DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
% % % % % % % % =)*>$)"#$

 having signed a Limited Dual Agency Agreement dated _________________________________________________
 If only (A) has been completed, the Buyer is acknowledging no agency relationship. If only (B) has been completed, the 

Seller is acknowledging no agency relationship.

22. ACCEPTANCE IRREVOCABLE% E=FGA1%3/B%(A55A1H7%+?A%(A55A1%3/B%C?A%=FGA1%4IA.@0.355G%.&/012%C?3C% C?@4%<&/C13.C%
&'%!F1.?34A%3/B%(35A%@4%AJA.FCAB%F/BA1%4A35K%8C%@4%3L1AAB%3/B%F/BA14C&&B%C?3C%C?A%(A55A1M4%3..AIC3/.A%@4%@11AN&.3O5AP%
@/.5FB@/L%6@C?&FC%5@2@C3C@&/P%BF1@/L%C?A%IA1@&B%I1@&1%C&%C?A%B3CA%4IA.@0AB%'&1%C?A%=FGA1%C&%A@C?A17

% "K% 'F5055%&1%63@NA%C?A%CA124%3/B%.&/B@C@&/4%?A1A@/%.&/C3@/ABQ%3/B:&1
% =K% AJA1.@4A%3/G%&IC@&/E4H%?A1A@/%.&/C3@/ABK

23. THIS IS A LEGAL DOCUMENT. READ THIS ENTIRE DOCUMENT AND INFORMATION PAGE BEFORE YOU SIGN.

24. OFFER: +?@4%&''A1P%&1%.&F/CA1R&''A1P%6@55%OA%&IA/%'&1%3..AIC3/.A%F/C@5%DDDDDDDDDD%&M.5&.S%DDDDD2K%&/%DDDDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDP%G1K%DDDDDDDDDD%EF/5A44%6@C?B136/%@/%61@C@/L%6@C?%/&C@0.3C@&/%C&%C?A%&C?A1%I31CG%&'%4F.?%
1AN&.3C@&/%I1@&1%C&%/&C@0.3C@&/%&'%@C4%3..AIC3/.AHP%3/B%FI&/%3..AIC3/.A%&'%C?A%&''A1P%&1%.&F/CA1R&''A1P%OG%3..AIC@/L%@/%
61@C@/L%3/B%/&C@'G@/L%C?A%&C?A1%I31CG%&'%4F.?%3..AIC3/.AP%C?A1A%6@55%OA%3%O@/B@/L%<&/C13.C%&'%!F1.?34A%3/B%(35A%&/%C?A%
terms and conditions set forth.

 ________________________________   _____________________________     _____________________________
% T8+9$((% =U,$)% !)89+%9"V$

 ________________________________   _____________________________     _____________________________
% T8+9$((% =U,$)% !)89+%9"V$

25. ACCEPTANCE: The Seller (a) hereby accepts the above offer and agrees to complete the sale upon the terms and 
conditions set out above, (b) agrees to pay a commission as per the Listing Contract, and (c) authorizes and instructs 
the Buyer and anyone acting on behalf of the Buyer or Seller to pay the commission out of the proceeds of sale and 
'&1631B%.&I@A4%&'%C?A%(A55A1M4%(C3CA2A/C%&'%"BWF4C2A/C4%C&%C?A%<&&IA13C@/L:;@4C@/L%=1&SA13LAP%34%1AXFA4CAB%'&1C?6@C?%3'CA1%
completion.

% (A55A1M4%3..AIC3/.A%@4%B3CAB%DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDP%G1KDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

 ________________________________   _____________________________     _____________________________
% T8+9$((% ($;;$)% !)89+%9"V$

 ________________________________   _____________________________     _____________________________
% T8+9$((% ($;;$)% !)89+%9"V$

X

X

X

X

SEAL

SEAL

SEAL

SEAL

Trademarks are owned or controlled by The Canadian Real Estate Association (CREA) and identify real estate professionals who are members of CREA (REALTOR®H%3/B:&1%
the quality of services they provide (MLS®).

*PREC represents Personal Real Estate Corporation

®WEBForms    May/2016
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MIKE MITCHELL PREC*

  __________  - 8800 Dallas Drive 5Kamloops  BC

ROYAL LEPAGE WESTWIN RLTY.

Adalard Holdings Ltd.
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Page of pages

THE BURROWS

ADDENDUM TO CONTRACT OF PURCHASE AND SALE

BETWEEN (AS BUYER)
AND ADALARD HOLDINGS LTD. (AS SELLER) IN RESPECT OF

STRATA LOT

For good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby
acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:

1. REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENTMARKETING ACT REOUIREMENTS:

RESCISSION RIGHTS

Any purchase agreement used by the developer, with respect to any development unit offered for
sale or lease before the purchaser's receipt of an amendment to the disclosure statement that sets
out particulars of the issued building permit, contains the following provisions:

Policy 5 - Early Marketing - Development Approval

a. The purchaser may cancel the purchase agreement for a period of seven days
after receipt of an amendment to the disclosure statement that sets out
particulars of the issued building permit if the layout or size of the applicable
development unit, the construction of a major common facility, including a
recreation centre or clubhouse, or the general layout of the development, is
materially changed by the issuance of the building permit;

b. If an amendment to the disclosure statement that sets out particulars of an
issued building permit is not received by the purchaser within 12 months
after the initial disclosure statement was filed, the purchaser may at his or
her option cancel the purchase agreement at any time after the end of that 12
month period until the required amendment is received by the purchaser, at
which time the purchaser may cancel the purchase agreement for a period of
seven days after receipt of that amendment only if the layout or size of the
applicable development unit, the construction of a major common facility,
including a recreation centre or clubhouse, or the general layout of the
development, is materially changed by the issuance of the building permit;

c. The amount of the deposit to be paid by a purchaser who has not yet received
an amendment to the disclosure statement that sets out particulars of an
issued building permit is no more than 10% of the purchase price; and

d. All deposits paid by a purchaser, including interest earned if applicable, will
be returned promptly to the purchaser upon notice of cancellation from the
purchaser.
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